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Foreword

Economics and Entrepreneurship is the newest addition to the Joint Council
on Economic Education's Master Curriculum Guides. The primary publications
in this series are A Framework for Teaching the Basic Concepts, which presents
the conceptual structure of economics appropriate for elementary and secondary
schools, and Economics: What and When, which provides guidelines for the
selection and sequence of economics in the curriculum. All other volumes in the
series focus on specific grade levels or subject matter.

E conomics and Entrepreneurship is designed for high school teachers of
economics, social studies, business education, and other subjects. It is appro-
priate for teachers who wish to combine a study of basic economic concepts
with an understanding of entrepreneurship. Economics and Entrepreneurship
provides teachers with a variety of lessons and instructional approaches. The
lessons can be used in the sequence presented here or can be adapted to meet
the requireme its of individual courses. "An Overview of Entrepreneurship in
Economics" by Calvin A. Kent and Francis W. Rushing is an excellent analysis
of how entrepreneurship can be effectively integrated into economics. The
volume ends with "The Enterprising Teacher" by Gary Rabbior and Francis
W. Rushing. That section shows how teachers can use entrepreneurial skills in
exciting, effective teaching of entrepreneurship and economics.

Economics and Entrepreneurship was funded by a grant from The Pew
Charitable Trusts to The NFIB Foundation, an affiliate of the National Federa-
tion of Independent Business. We appreciate their confidence and assistance.

Much of the work included in this volume originated as part of the Economics
& Entrepreneurship Education program in the Philadelphia schools. That proj-
ect was funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts, The Sears-Roebuck Foundation,
ARCO Chemical Company, Allstate Foundation, Barra Foundation, Bell of
Pennsylvania, Chevron U.S.A., Inc., Conrail, Rouse and Associates, Sun Re-
fining and Marketing Company, Tasty Baking Foundation, and the Quaker
Chemical Foundation.

Economics and Entrepreneurship adds a new dimension to the Master Cur-
riculum Guides. We think the volume will assist teachers in combining entre-
preneurship and economics in a truly exciting way.

Stephen Buckles
President
Joint Council on Economic Education
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Preface

The Master Curriculum Guide series is designed to assist school systems 1 rith

the development of economics curricula for grades K-12. It comists of (1) A
Framework for Teaching the Basic Concepts, (2) Economics: What and When,
Scope and Sequence Guidelines, K-12, and (3) a series of volumes, each con-
taining detailed classroom lessons that illustrate how the basic economic con-
cepts and understandings can be taught at different grade levels and in different
subject areas.

In addition to its use as a resource for curriculum planning, the series can
be used by individual elementary and secondary school teachers for planning
classroom instruction. Similarly, it may serve as e resource for providers of
preservice and in-service teacher education programs in economics.

Economics and Entrepreneurship is the most recent addition to the twelve
volume series. It contains (1) an overview of the relationship between economics
and entrepreneurship education, (2) seventeen complet e. and self-contained
lessons, each focusing on economic concepts that are essential to an understand-
ing of entrepreneurship and its role in the American economy, and (3) a descrip-
tion of instructional practices that foster entrepreneurial behavior on the part
of students.

Users of previous volumes in the series will find that the lessons in Economics
and Entrepreneurship contain several new features: definitions of economic
terms, suggestions for adapting activities for students of different ability levels,
and end-of-lesson tests and/or activities for assessing students' understanding
uf imp_ ftant economic concepts and their applications for the analysis of entre-
preneurial enterprises. Reduced pages of student activities and answer keys
follow each lesson.

The lessons can be easily incorporated in a variety of courses and curriculum
areas. They can be used to supplement units of study in economics, business
education, histo,y, and other courses that examine how entrepreneurial ven-
tures affect and are affec.ed by other aspects of our economy.

June V. Gilliard
C urriculum Director
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AN OVERVIEW OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
IN ECONOMICS

INTRODUCTION

Education is facing new challenges as we approach a
new century. During the past ten years, the United
States has witnessed the rapid development of the world
economy and the increasing pace of change in the domes-
tic economy. These changes have mandated new ap-
proacl'es to teaching students how to cope successfully
with an uncertain future. Educators are mw beginning
to design approaches to effectively develop within our
youth enterprise skills that will prepare them for the
21st century. Enterprise skills encompaso those per-
sonal dispositions, abilities, and competencit s related to
creativity, initiative, problem solving, flexibility, and
adaptability. These skills will also require the taking
and discharging of responsibility as well as knowing how
to learn and relearn.

The overall rationale for developing enterprise skills
is to enable youth to cope witl. and adjust to the manifold
changes affecting every aspect of their lives, including
work, leisure, social life, community affairs, and family.
Students should see change as the norm to which they
must adapt and indeed to which many will contribute in
its direction and pace. Changes are affecting all of our
nation's institutionsbusiness enterprises, govern-
ment, social organizations, and education. Businesses
are moving away from old forms of organizations with
their rigid functions and manager-employee hierarchies
to more fluid forms that require more individual respon-
sibilities as well as skills. Our educational institutions
must respond, indeed take the lead, in developing enter-
prise skills during the pre-college learning experiences
of American youth.

The goal of our educational system should be to help
individuals to become enterprising individuals. Such in-
dividuals have been described thus:

..

An enterprising individual has a positive, flexi-
ble and adaptable disposition towards change,
seeing it as normal, and as an opportunity rather
than a problem. To see change in this way, an
enterprising individual has a security borne of
self-confidence, and is at ease when dealing with
insecurity, risk, difficulty, and the unknown.
An enterprising individual has the capacity to
initlate creative ideas, develop them, either in-
dividually or in collaboration with cans, and
see them through. An enterprising individual is
able, even anxious, to take responsibility, and
is an effective communicator, negotiator, influ.
encer, planner, and organizer. An enterprising
individual is active, confident and purposeful,
not passive, uncertain and dependent.'

An important part of the development of an enterpris-
ing individual is learning economic concepts and devel-
oping entrepreneurial skills and seeing how these skills
and concepts apply to one's life. Economics and entre-
preneurial educion comprise a unique blend of compe-
tencies and methods of problem solving for creating
change and de ^ling with its consequences. Economics
and ent -epreneurial education do not have as their sole
objecti . e the creation of entrepreneurs but rather the
enhancement of creativity, maptability, the develop-
ment of self-confidence, and the determination to
achieve the goals one has established for oneself. Learn-
ing how the economy works and how the individual fits
into it is a critical prerequisite to achieving personal

'The Social and Economic Integration of Young People. Center
for Educational Research and Innovation. Organization for Econvnic
Cooperation and Developin nt. Paris. April 1988. p. 33.

1.
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goals. Learning about how the entrepreneur is an agent
of change within the economic system focuses on how
enterprise skills are applied by one segment of our popu-
lationthe entrepreneur. The student will come to un-
derstand that, although entrepreneurship is ar achiev-
able occupational objective, many of us may nat choose
it. However, all of us can make important contributions
to society and the economy by practicing our enterprise
skills. We may not all be entrepreneurs but we can all
be enterprising and thereby enjoy our own professional
and personal successes.

The remainder of this section Plcusses entrepreneur-
ship as an integral part of econu.nics and how it can be
effectively integrated into a variety of lessons in micro-
and macroeconomics. First is a discussion of what entre-
preneurship is and what forms entrepreneurship takes.
Secood, this section demonstrates how the process of
entrepreneurship should be integrated into both the mi-
cro and macro dime nsions of economic tlieory and prac-
tice. The section concludes with ., discussion of how
entrepreneurship could be included in a variety of high
school courses.

WHAT IS ENTR'EPRENEURSHIP?
Until a few years ago, very few people had heard the
word entrepreneur, much less understood what it
meant. To some, entrepreneurs were persons who be-
gan their own business; to others, entrepreneurs were
speculators who took risks with other people's and their
own monies. Still to others, the entm.reneur was the
manager who coordinated the enterprise. There is an
element of truth in each of these ideas, but each is too
narrow and restricted.

Entrepreneurs are the change agents who bring ma-
terial progress to humankind. This statement is as true
today as it has been in any past period or for any past
society. Someone has to be the catalyst that challenges
the present and creates the future. That individual is
the entrepreneur.

The best definition of an entrepreneur is "one who
sees what others have overlooked and acts on that in
sight." The essential characteristics of an entrepreneur
are vision and courage. Entrepreneurs are essentially
niche finders, seeing an opportunity and seizing that
opportunity by implementing a new idea, process, or
technology. Entrepreneurship, in the broadest sense,
refers to all innovative and creative endeavors, whether
they result in the formation of a new business, the reor-
ganization of an existing enterprise, the discovery of a
new technology, or the development of a solution to
some social or political problem.

There are five specific things that entrepreneurs du.

I. E nimpreneurs intmduce a new good or service into
the marketplace. Well o% er half of all the products con-
sumed in America today were not a rilable as recently

as 20 years ago. It takes only a moment's reflectioa or a
glance around an American home to see CD players,
microwave ovens, home computers, and stainproof car-
pets. Behind every one of these new ideas were people
wh saw .onsumer need that was unsatisfied and they
had the .dea of how that need was to be met. Thty
mobilized the resources and took the risks of bringing
that product to the marketplace, knowing full well that
if they guessed right, they would be rewarded and if
they guessed wrong, they would fail.

2. Entmpreneurs discover new resources or new uses
for old resources. Early in the economic history of this
wition, entrepreneurs went West seeking fertile land
and the mineral wealth that lay beneath it. They over-
came the obstacles to bring the riches of the earth to the
marketplace. There is truth in the adage "resources do
not exist, they become" as people discover ways to use
previously worthless material. That is the function of
the entrepreneur. In this day, the entrepreneur does
more thaL1 just discover new resources, such as addi-
tional supplies of oil, natural gas, and scarce minerals.
There are tremendous opportunities available to entre-
preneurs who will discover how to put ok; resources
to new uses, such as recycling waste and developing
renewable sources of energy.

3. Entrepreneurs develop new technolog;es. Since
the founding of the nation, the United States has been
blessed with a constant stream of new and improved
tools that have made us more productive and eased the
burden of our work. The progress of our nation depends
on the flow of new technological innovations. It is the
entrepreneur who has the ideas for the new innovations
aod does what is necessary to de'valop them and bring
them to the marketplace.

4. Entrepmneurs open new markets. The earliest
explorers were entreprer.eurial. They ventured forth to
trade the goods of their nations for the treasures of
faraway lands. In our own day we have seen nevi mar-
kets develop in health care and financial services. Entre-
preneurs sei new markets before they exist and then
create them.

5. 2ntmpren;urs reorganize existing enter-
prises. Any enterprise that remains unchanged and
static is one that will become quickly obsolete and unpro-
ductive. Entrepreneurs see better ways of doing things
by cutting costs and improving efficiency. Henry Ford
reorganized the auto industry, Andrew Carnegie, the
steel industry, and Ray Kroc, the food industry. Many
authorities have suggested that American competitive-
ness in the world will not be restored until American
business is reorganized by entrepreneurs who will
structure industries so that enterprising innovation is
encouraged and rewarded.



WHAT FORMS DOES ENTREPRENEURSHIP
TAKE?

Entrepreneurship takes three forms:

Ventine initiation. Venture initiation is the
starting of a new business. In the United States, over a
half-million new businesses are begun each year. While
some of these fail, many are successful and some even
grow into The next generation of industrial giants. Often
entrepreneurship is associated with starting a new busi-
ness. While important, that is not the only form that
entrepreneurial endeavor can take.

2. Intrapreneurship. This is a new term that refers
to being entrepreneurial within an existing business or
other organization. Here the entrepreneur is an em-
ployee who sees ways in which the organization's prod-
uct could be improved, its distribution system made
more efficient, or how a new meteting strategy could
increase sales. The intrapreneur may also see how man-
agement or production needs to be reorganized or hot%
a new system of accounting or data processing could cut
costs or improve efficiency. Intrapreneurship challenges
the rigid structure of many corporations. It requires
that employees be given the freedom and incentive to
create change.

3. Public entrepreneurship. This term refers to in-
novative actit .Ly within a nonprofit organization, includ-
ing gove, ament. There are literally hundreds of social
problems in society today that are crying out for solu-
tions. Many of these solutions will come from govern-
ment agencies or the nunprofit sector of our econumy.
As people grapple with the crises of energy, drugs.
homelessness, urban decay, crime, and verty, there
will need to be entrepreneurs who will supply the an-
swers foT these problems. Old approaches have failed,
and merely spending more money will not solve the
problems.

WHAT MAKES ENTREPRENEURS
DIFFERENT?
Entrepreneurs are different from other people because
of their psychological makeup. While many people think
that the entrepreneur's sole motive is to make money,
this is not true. The three things that separate entrepre-
neurs from others are (1) the desire to be independent,
(2) a high need for achievement, and (3) a willingness to
take risks.

Entrepreneurs are "can-do" people. Psychologists
say they have "inner control." They are willing to take
responsibility for their mistakes as well as credit for
their achievements. They never view failure as the end
but as a learning experience upon which they can base
their futuie success. Many entrepreneurs have failed
more than once before they were successful, but the3

1-

pust.ess an indomitable sphit that fo"ces them to try

ECONOMICS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Entrepreneurship needs to be integrated into the entire
economics curriculum. Often entrepreneurship is a ne-
glected concept in basic economics. As a result, the
student goes away with an incomplete understanding of
the dynamics of a inarket economy. In addition, the
student is deprived of those insights that make econom-
ics not only more stimulating but more enjoyable as
well.

MICROECONOM IC CONCEPTS

Microeconomics is the study of markets and how produc-
ers and consumers participate in those rn'....rkets. When
consumers and producers voluntarily engage in ex-
change in markets, both leave the market having gained
from the trade. When microeconomics is taught, there
are three major concepts concerning entrepreneurship
that should be thoroughly integrated.

1. Entrepreneurship is a separate fac..n. pmdue-
(um. Most economics textbooks list three factors of
production: land, labor, and capital (productive tuols).
Many years ago. a fourth factor, enteepreneurship, as
almost always included in the list.

The entrepreneur perform a function in ihe economy
that is unique and cannot be Jescribed by any of the
other three factors. The entrPpreneur is mere than labor
el human capital because the entrepreneur does more
than just apply muscle or mental power to the produc-
tion of goods and services. Entrepreneurs do those
things that other laborers do not; they have perceptions
and act upon them.

The entrepreneur should not be viewed as merely a
manager, combining the other three factors of proauc-
tion and supervising them during the production period.
While entrepreneurs may also be managers. entrepre-
mrs differ from managers becausL. of entrepreneuria:
perception and risk taking.

2. The mle o.f pnifits in zutiepreneurship. Perhaps
the most mlsunderstood concept among the pub"- ;s :he
role of profit in the economy. Economic analysis sees
profit as an incentive. Individuals respond to price sig-
nals in the market to maximize the profits of their enter-
prises or the pleasure of their consumption.

Those b Asinesses that correctly respond to price sig-
nals are rewarded with higher profits. If society wants
more of a product, individuals cast their dollar votes in
the marketplace and production will rise. If society
wants a resource to be conserved, its price will rise and
produce) will use less. By doing what society wants
and respoding to price signals, producers make profits.

xi



Profit is also a reward for risk taking. Someone has
to anticipate what new products consumers may want,
what new technologies will work by lowering production
costs, and what reorganizat;ons will result in increased
efficiency. Those who successfully perceive these oppor-
tunities for new products, new technologies, or new
organization will rAzo receive profits.

Profits are not the entrepreneur's sole motivation.
Research shows that entrepreneurs are motivated pri-
marily by a desire for independence and a need for
achievement. 'fraditional microeconomic models that as-
sume profit-maximizing behavior do not properly ex-
plain the, dynamics of the entrepreneur.

3. Entrepreneurs and markets. Economic analysis
focuses on the operation of supply and demand. The
demand curve slopes downward and to the right, re-
flecting the fact that as prices fall, consumers will buy
more. The supply curve slopes upward and to the right,
indicating that producers put more on the market at
higher prices. Equilibrium is established where the two
curves intersect. This analysis assumes the existence of
both a supply curve and a demand curve. But where do
these curves come from and who or what creates them?

The entrepreneur does not see an existing demand
curve. What the entrepreneur sees is opportunity. The
entrepreneur creates demand by anticipating what it is
that consumers want before the consumer is even aware
of that want. Entrepreneurs are in the process of creat-
ing demand, not just responding to changes in prices or
in the determinants of demand for a product or service
that is already on the market.

Neither does the entrepreneur see a fixed supply
curve. The entrepreneur does more than respond to
changes in the costs of inputs and other factors of pro-
duction. The entrepreneur develops new technologies
awl organizations that create a new supply curve which
did not exist before the entrepreneurial activity took
place.

MACROECrINOMIC CONCEPTS

Just as entrepreneurial behavior needs to be integrated
into microeconomics, understanding entrepreneur-hip
expands an understanding of macroeconomic concerts
as well. Macroeconomics is concerned with how the econ-
omy as a whole functions: What causes unemployment
and inflation? Why does the gross national product of a
nation grow or decline? What causes interest rates to
fall or rise? Economic analysis focuses on aggregate
supply and demand as the determinants of the level of
national income and of prices. Aggregate supply and
demand can be better understood when the role of the
entrepreneur is included in these discussions.

1. Entrepreneurship and innovation. Where does
innovation come from? Innovation is the process of de-
xii

veloping new products, new technologies, or developing
a different organization of the productive process. The
result of innovation is always the same: to imrease in-
vestment opportunities within the economy. Innovation,
by stimulating investment, increases total demand, thus
raising both the amount of output and the level of em-
ployment.

The entrepreneur is the innovator creating invest-
ment opportunities throughout the economy that accel-
erate economic growth. The innovative entrepreneur
then is the central figure in macroeconomics.

Throughout history, innovation has opened up broad
vistas of new investment opportunities. Henry Ford
devised the assembly line and, coupled with inter-
changeable parts, lowered the price of automobiles so
they could be purchased by the average American. This
innovative activity created new investment opportuni-
ties in steel, rubber, paint, petroleum, and plastics, as
well as road construction and tourism.

Not all entrepreneurial innovations are quite as dra-
matic as those of Henry Ford. Innovation must be seen
as a process of small steps whereby existing goods and
services are improved and upgraded to better satisiy
consumer tastes. Technologies are modified slightly to
increase efficiency, or organizations are partly restruc-
tured to increase productivity. While there are few of
what are called "mega" innovations, most innovative
activity should be v;e v d as a series of small steps that
result in economic ;;..o wth.

The process of lin.. vation requires three steps:

a. Conceptualization. Seeing a need and having an
idea for a product, service, or technology to meet that
need.

b. Pofection. The idea then must be developed and
tested for its feasibility and whether or not a market
actually exists that will justify the costs of bringing the
innovation to the marketplace. This is the longest and
most frustrating part of the entrepreneurial process.
Thomas Edison experienced over 2000 failures before
he perfected the electric light buib.

c. Commercialization. To have a good idea is only
the beginning of the entrepreneurial process. The idea
must be converted to a product or a service, taken to a
market, and effectively distributed and sold. Each stage
requires entrepreneurial behavior.

2. Entrepreneurship in macroeconomics ana em-
ployment. Unemployment in the economy is due to
people changing jobs, the mismatch between available
jobs and workers' skills, and inadequate total demand
to create jobs in the economy for all who want them.
The problem of unemployment in the economy is dealt
with by stimulating total demand. The government can

1 3



do this by monetary policy (increasing the money sup-
ply) and/or fiscal policy (lowering taxes or expanding
government purchases). The assumption is that if de-
mand can be pushed high enough Li government inter-
vention or if interest rates can be forced low enough,
then full employment will result.

This analysis overlooks the role of the entrepreneur
and the psychology of investment. John Maynard
Keynes in his se:ninal wcrk in economics, The General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, stressed
the importance of the psychology of the entrepreneur in
innovation and investment. Should entrepreneurs be
pessimistic about the future of the economy, it is less
likely they will develop the innovations and make the
investments in those innovations that could stimulate
the economy. On the other hand, should optimism per-
vade the entrepreneurial community, then innovation
and investment will be ur

3. Entrepreneurs and emwmic growth. Economic
growth is generally defined as an increase in the per
capita income of a country. Such growth can be the result
of the discovery of new resources or increased efficiency
in the use of already available resources. Both of these
events require entrepreneurial activity. It will be an
entrepreneur who will discover the neN% resources or will
increase the efficiency in the use of the known resources.

Another source of economic growth is investment in
human capital. This can be in the form of education,
health services, the eradication of discrimination and
other barriers to mobility. Entrepreneurial innovation
develops new ways of educating and training the work
force and devises new methods of health care delivery.
There is also a need for entrepreneurs to seek solutions
for the remaining vestiges of discrimination that still
pervade society.

The third source of economic growth is capital accu-
mulation, which consists of supplying the labor force
with more and better tools tor capital) with which they
can work. The reason this nation, or any other nation,
prospers is because of the tools that its work force has
available. The entrepreneur is the one NS ho supplies the
work force with its capital and continualb upgrades the
quality of that capital.

Entrepreneurs then, can be viewed as the change
agents. or catalysts, IA ho bring about economic growth.
A full understanding of the dynamics of economic growth
requires the inclusion of the entrepreneur.

TEACHING ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
COURSES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Where should entrepreneurship be introduced and
taught in the high school curriculum? As could be ex-
pected, there are several courses and levels into which
entrepreneurship can be integrated. While a full unit

on entrepreneurship could be taught as a stand-alone,
independent course of study, this is not the only ap-
proach, or necessarily the most effective. Even if a free-
standing course is provided in the curriculum, its effec-
tiveness will be enhanced if entrepreneurial insights are
provided throughout the entire curriculum. If entrepre-
nerrship education is isolated in a single course, apart
from the whole curriculum, it may be missed by many
students who then would not profit from tneir potential
development as enterprising individuals.

Economics. The dismission above has outlined some
of the key entrepreneurial concepts that should be inte-
grated into the typical economics course. Illustrations
of how these concepts might be taught are contained in
the lesson plans m Part 2 of this Master Curriculum
Guide. Placing entrepreneurial concepts and the entre-
preneur into the standard economics course not only
makes the course more reflective of the real world. but
it also ean help to improve students' comprehension and
enjoyment of the economics course.

Business education. Perhaps the next most obvious
place where entrepreneurship should be included is in
the high school business education curriculum. In addi-
tion to the creative and enterprising attributes, the busi-
ness education course will introduce the financial and
human ma.:agement skills that are necessary for the
formation and survival of a new enterprise. The business
education course should also have the students think of
themselves as employers rather than employees in the
market system. This view will enable the business stu-
dent to identify with the important issues with which the
entrepreneur must grapple as part of the development
of a business plan. These issues include new products,
process innovation, employee training and manage-
ment, financing the enterprise, and assessment of the
marketplace. The desired outcomes of the business edu-
cation course should include the student? ability to deal
with the unknown in an enterprising way.

Government. The action of government in creating
and limiting the environment for entrepreneurship
should be included in courses of high school government.
Government regulations and taxes have an impact on the
entrepreneurial environment. Regulation is a burden for
all businesses, but more especially for small entrepre-
neurial ones that generally have less ability to bear the
costs of compliance.

Comparative studies should be undertaken about the
role of entrepreneurs under alternative political sys-
tems. Why has there been a movement toward the free
market in command societies? To what extent is the
existence of one kind cf liberty essential for the presence
of the other? Can government bureaucrats be entrepre-
neurial? These are just a few of the questions tnat might

xiii
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be posed in a government class with entrepreneurial
content.

Psychology. A course in psychology is an excellent
place for students to understand the psychological char-
acteristics of the entrepreneur and to assess their own
characteristics and capacities to be entrepreneurial. A
psychology course that allows students to develop thear
own concepts of self-worth and inner control would be a
welcome addition to the process of entrepreneurship
education.

Sociology. The study of the sociology of entrepre-
neurship is in its infancy, bt,t there are several ideas
that are consistent with the thrust of entrepreneurship
education. Students should realize that entrepreneurs
shape and are shaped by the culture in which they live.
Why do some ethnic groups seem to be more entrepre-
neurial than others? How does entrepreneurship permit
minority groups to enter the economic and social main-
stream? These are but two of the myriad questions that
link entrepreneurship and sociology, and high school
courses can now begin to explore them.

History. History courses are a natural place within
the curriculum to discuss how entrepreneurs have
helped determine the course of human events. History
courses too often focus on politicians, rulers, and mili-
tary leaders. History teachers can do a great deal to
expand the horizons of their students by focusing on
case studies of entrepreneurs who have contributed to
the betterment of humankind. Case studies are particu-
larly valuable if a variety of alternative stories are in-
cluded that allow the students to relate to entrepreneurs
of their same race and/or gender. Entrepreneurial his-
tory can help students understand that most progress
is made in small steps. While the "mega" innovations are
important, progress really happens as ideas are adapted
and refined. The cumulative process of improving and
changing old ideas in an in...emental way to better sat-
isfy consumer or producer needs is the form most entre-
preneurial activity takes and in so doing makes history.

xiv
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Science. Entrepreneurship can also be a thread wo-
ven into the fabric of science courses. Since technological
advance often begins with scientific insight and contin-
ues because of entrepreneurial persistence, students
should understand the relation between scientific dis-
covery and entrepreneurship. Many of the great scien-
tists were also entrepreneurs. They not only invented
the product or technology but also brought it to the
marketplace. Students should understand these rela-
tionships between the laboratory and the market.

Vocational/technical education. For many years,
entrepreneurship has been an integral part of many
vocational/technical programs. The majority of Ameri-
can high school students are enrolled in some vocationali
technical course or program. These offerings present an
excellent opportunity for the spreading of entrepreneur-
ship education over a significant number of students.

The focus of entrepreneurship education in the voca-
tiohal/technical curriculum has been narrow and limited
to the teaching of skills needed to start and sustain a
small business, but most vocational/technical programs
contain at least a module on basic economics. In this
module the links between the market and the entrepre-
neur need to be stressed. The curriculum should be
broadened beyond skills training to include an under-
standing of how employees can be enterprising as well
as ,units on the nurturing of entrepreneurial traits and
characteristics.

CONCLUSION

Those who design secondary school curricula shcald
make sure that entrepreneurship has its place in eco-
nomics, business education, history, science, psychol-
ogy, sociology, and vocational/technical education. En-
trepreneurship is neither a separate nor an alien
concept, but one that can enrich the students' under-
standing of a variety of subjects in the regular curricu-
lum. Perhaps more important, the study of entrepre-
neurs and entrepreneurship can demonstrate how
enterprising behavior can haN e a positive impact on soci-
ety. Entrepreneurs are good models for students to
emulate.
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Economics and Entrepreneurship and A Framework for
Teaching the as'ic Concepts
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LESSON 1
Entrepreneurs then and now

TIME REQUIRED:
One Class Period

CONCEPTS:
Entrepreneur
Enterprise

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Define entrepreneur and give examples of outstand-
ing entrepreneurs in American economic history

Compile a list of characteristics and traits common to
successful entrepreneurs

Identify and discuss contributions entrepreneurs
make to improve the quality of life for everyone

RATIONALE:
The American free enterprise economic system encour-
ages individuals to take the risk of starting new busi-
nesses. A recent study indicates that approximately
8,000 new businesses are started every week in the
United States.

Our country's economic growth is directly linked to
its entrepreneurial activity. Individuals see a need in
the marketplace to introduce a new product, a service,
or a technology. Based on their perception of that need,
these individuals start a new business.

This economic activity benefits everyone's quality of
life. New businesses introduce new products into the
marketplace that make our lives easier, give us more
leisure time, improve our health, offer us more choices,
and usually create jobs.

By studying successful entrepreneurs, we can under-
stand the relationship of their contributions to t,txr coun-

try's economic growth and to our ever improving stan-
dard of living. We are also able to recognize skills and
traits common to successful entrepreneurs.

MATERIALS:
* Examples of new products

Activity 1 "Entrepreneursthen and now"

VOCABULARY:
Entrepreneur an individual who recognizes op-

portunities (wants or problems)
and uses resources to implement
innovative ideas for new,
thoughtfully planned ventures

PROCEDURES:
1. Display on a table in the classroom approximately

10 new products with which students would proba-
bly be familiar.

Examples:

Velcro
Compact Disc
Microwaveable Food
Car Telephone
Corian Countertop
Sample

Reusable Cold
Compress
(Refrigerator type)

In cases where you cannot obtim the product, dis-
play advertisements or pictures of it.

2. Discuss these products with students.
a. Do they have any common characteristics?
b. How do they improve our lives?
c. How do they benefit society?

18

Post-it Notes
Nintendo Game
System

Disposable Camera
Pizza Delivery Service
Discovery Credit Card
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3. Encourage students to suggest other new products
with which they are familiar. Introduce the con-
cept of economic goods and services. Discuss the
introduction of new service products as new busi-
nesses as well.

4. Discuss the concept of entrepreneurship with stu-
dents. The word was introduced by the French
economist J. B. Say in 1803. It means "to under-
take"; someone who starts his or her own new
business.

5. Ask a student to go to the chalkboard. Encourage
other students to call out products and individuals
associated with them. Examples:

CarHenry Ford
Fried chickenColonel Sanders
Apple computerSteve Jobs

6. Discuss the relationship of these products to start-
ing entire industriesautomobiles, fast food, per-
sonal computers, etc.

7. Distribute to each student one of the stories pro-
vided in Activity 1 about an entrepreneur from
American history. (You may wish to substitute
other stories, particularly stories about entrepre-
neurs in your community or region.)

8. Ask each student to read the story and be prepared
to:
a. identify and describe the product or products

the entrepreneur introduced to the market-
place

b. discuss any unique characteristics of the entre-
preneur and/or the product and business

c. list any benefits to society contributed by the
product and business

9. Divide the class into small groups. Each of the
students in the group should have a story about a
different entrepreneur. Have each sticient share
with his or her group the assignment s described
in procedure 8 above.

10. After each group has learned about the individuals
portrayed in their assignment, ask the students
to compile a list of strengths, special traits, and
characteristics of the successful entrepreneurs.
Request each group to appoint a group member to
record their findings.

After the groups are finished with this activity,
ask the recorders to share their conclusions with
the group. The teacher or a student shoulc: assem-
ble the class list on the board for discussion and
review. Leave the list on the board if you plan to
conduct Lesson 2.
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LESSON 2
Can I be an entrepreneur?

TIME REQUIRED:
One Class Period

CONCEPTS:
Entrepreneur
Human Capital

INSTIUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Identify and discuss the common characteristics of
people who become entrepreneurs

Rate the importance of specific characteristics to the
success of entrepreneurs

Compare their rating of specific characteristics with
the rating given by entrepreneurs

Evaluate 0. Anse lves in terms of the characteristics
common to entrepreneurs

NATIONALE:
Entrepreneurs tend to exemplify _ ome unique "pack-
ages" of characteristics that tend to distinguish them
from other people in the economy. Their principal moti-
vation is the need for achievement coupled with a strong
desire for independence.

While money is important, and no entrepreneur
launches an initiative with the expectation of going
broke, the earning of money tends to be a secondary
consideration. Money tends to serve more as a barome-
ter of success and accomplishment than as a goal in and
of itself.

The following are characteristics that are generally
common to entrepreneurs: independent, responsible,
goal oriented, self-confident, creative, and willing to

6

take calculated, somewhat controllable risks. Deficien-
cies in any one of these characteristics tend to limit
entrepreneurial activity.

The most essential characteristic of an entrepreneur
is self-confidence, or what psychologists call "inner con-
trol." This is simply a belief in oneself; a belief that one
can do it. Entrepreneurs see their ideas worthy of
pursuit and themselves capable of seeing the venture
through to a successful conclusion. Entrepreneurs are
agents of change. If entrepreneurs do nJt believe in
themselves, they are likely to abandon the effort when
faced with resistance.

While research has revealed a number of characteris-
tics and traits that are common to successful entrepre-
neurs, it has also shown that many of the skills and traits
of successful entrepreneurs can be acquired. Entrepre-
neurs have developed abilities through oducation, train-
ing, experience, apprenticeships, and role-model exp?.ri-
ences that assist them in their entrepreneurial ventures.

It is important for potential entrepreneurs to acquire
personal insight into their own abilities, strength.t, and
weaknesses. Anyone exploring entrepreneurship should
develop a personal profile to focus their abilities and to
pursue initiatives compatible with their strengths
rather than their weaknesses.

Activity 2 "Important traits for the successful en-
trepreneur"

Activity 3 "Ratings of traits by entrepreneurs"

- Activity 4 "My entrepreneurial traits"

VOCABULARY:
Entrepreneur an individual who recognizes op-

portunities (wants or problems)

21



Human Capital

and uses resources to implement
innovative ideas for new,
thoughtfully planned ventures

the productive capacities of hu-
man beings as income-producing
agents in the economy

PROCEDURES:
1. Ask students to review the characteristics of en-

trepreneurs that were listed in Lesson 1. (If using
Lesson 2 without Lesson 1, ask students to brain-
storm characteristics of people who have started
successful businesses.)

2. Distribute Activity 2. After discussing the var' ,as
traits to assure that students understand their
meaning, ask students to place an X in the appro-
priate box for each trait.

3. Tabulate the students' ratings of the traits. Add
the numbers assigned to each trait by each stu-

dent. The higher the total figure for each trait,
the more important its making.

4. Distribute Activity 3. Compare students' ratings
with the list given by entrepreneurs. Numbers in
parentheses correspond with numbers on Activity
2. Discuss the three levels of traits. Be sure that
each student is able to define these charAeristics.

5. Distribute Activity 4. Ask students to complete
the evaluations of themselves.

6. Have students compare their entrepreneurial
traits with those ranked by entrepreneurs (Activ-
ity 3).

EVALUATION:
As a homework assignment, have students answer this
question in a one-puge c9mposition: "How Entrepre-
neurial Am I?"

n. 0
1. 4

7
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ACTIVITY 3
Ratings of traits
by entrepreneurs
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LESSON 3
What does the entrepreneur
need to know?

TIME REQUIRED:

One to Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:

Hufnan Capital
Opportunity Cost

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Define human capital and list reasons why the entre-
preneur is interested in developing his or her human
capital

Analyze problems of an entrepreneurial enterprise to
ascertain needs for human capital development and
the opportunity costs involved

List ways in which human capital is and can be de-
veloped

Compare data on the educational background of en-
trepreneurs with that of the general public

State possible reasons why new entrepreneurs gener-
ally have a higher formal educational background
than the general public

RATIONALE:

Besides having certain personality and physiological
characteristics, such as independence and a igh energy
level, the successful entrepreneur,m 4nerally also
have some knowledge of business practices and proce-
dures before starting a business. This has become more
important as our business and economic world has be-
come increasingly more complex. Successful entrepre-
neurs start their businesses with some expertise in one

or more of the following areas: managing people and
resources, marketing goods and services, keeping busi-
ness records, acquiring finances producing goods and
services, and understanding the economic environment
in which the business operates.

This does not mean that entrepreneurs must be ex-
perts in each of these areas. They should know enough
al'Aut or be willing to gain more knowledge about the
aforementioned areas in order for their businesses to be
successful. If other people are hired to do some in
these functions, the entrepreneur should at least have a
general idea of what should be done in the functional
area for which an individual is hired.

Economists call the development of such knowledge
and understanding "human capital." What this basically
means is that the person is being educated to be more
productive.

Human capital can be developed in many different
waysthe formal school setting, self-education, busi-
ness-sponsored training programs, and on-the-job expe-
riences. As will be shown in the activities to follow,
many entrepreneurs use one or more sources to develop
the knowledge and understanding necessary for opera-
ting a successful business.

MATERIN.S:
Activity 5 "Julie's dream"

Activity 6 "AdiAtional courses and training taken
by new business owners prior to starting rew busi-
nesses"

Activity 7 "Owner age when business formed"

Activity 8 "Formal education of new business own-
ers and the adult public"
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VOCABULARY:
Human Capital

Opportunity Cost

the productive capacities of hu-
man beings as income-producing
agents in the economy

the highest valued alternative
that must be foregone because
another option is chosen

PROCEDURES:

1. Have students brainstorm the competencies gen-
eraily required of all entrepreneurswhether
they operate a shoe store or a record shop. Try to
categorize the responses into such groupings as
finance, marketing, management, production of a
product or service, general knowledge about the
economy, etc.

9. Optional. Have students ask people in the commu-
nity who own small businesses to list the five most
important things they needed to know for success
in their business. Have stud 'nts report on the
interviews. Attempt to categorize the responses
of the small business owners according to such
groupings as finance, marketing, management,
production, accounzing, general knowledge of the
economy. Determine the category that seemed to
be mentioned most frequendy.

3. Distribute Activity 5. Intrcduce the activity to the
class by indicating that this case problem describes
a business that is having some difficultiesdiffi-
culties that are typical for a new small business to
encounter. Have the students read the case situa-
tion and answer the questions. Individual or group
work can be used to complete this assignment. The
responses are somewhat open-ended.

4. Have students discuss their answers. Students
may respond in ways other than those indicated on
the answer key. This is particularly true for the

10

first three quentions. If the responses are reason-
able, they should be accepted. When considering
the procedures used czo. developing human capital,
you may want to use Activity 6 faid Activity 7
either as transparencies or as handouts. Activity
6 ahows the additional types of formal training
that new owners indicated they had taken before
starting a new business. On-the-job training or
experiences working as an employee for another
business are not mentioned here. Activity 7 alludes
to the experiential factor, since most new owners
start a business after havi4 worked for someone
else. Less than 10 percent of new owners, for ex-
ample, are under 25 years of age, indicating that
most gain some experience working for others
prior to starting their own business.

5. Distribute Activity 8 which shows by a pie chart a
comparison of the formal educational background
of new business owners compared to the adult pub-
lk. Students may have difficulty working with this
at first. Some instruction on hoc: to read pie tharts
probably would be helpful, such as the entire pie
equals 100 percent, half the pie equals 50 percent,
and a quarter of the pie equals 25 percent.

The purpose of this activity is to show that gen-
erally new business owners are not dropouts from
schools. While some of them did not complete
high school, the vast majority have more formal
education than the general public. It is important
to point out why this is probably true.

EVALUATION:
After the students have completed the activities, ask
the following questions:

1. What is human capital?
2. Why is human capital important to a small business?
3. What are some ways to improve the human capital

of a firm?
4. Why do you believe new business owners have more

iormal education than the general public?

2 5.
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ACTIVITY 8
Formal education of new
business owners
and the adult public
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LESSON 4
Have you ever had to make
up your mind? (scarcity)

-

TIME REQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Scarcity
Factors of Production
Production Possibilities Curve
Opportunity Cost/Trade-offs

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Identify and explain the concept of scarcity as it exists
in situations in their own lives and in an entrepreneur-
ial enterprise

Identify and define the four factors of production

Explain the meaning of a production possibilities
curve

Define the term opportunity cost and explain how this
term is demonstrated by the trade-offs made in a
production possibilities curve

Construct a production possibilities curve based on
the data provided

RATIONALE:
Scarcity is the central economic problem. It exists be-
cause of our limited ability to produce goods and services
to satisfy our unlimited wants. We can't make as many
goods and services as we want because there is a finite
amount of resources we have to use. Production is the
result of the comHnation of the four factors of produc-
tion: land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship. These
factors exist in limited quantities so we cannot satisfy

all of our wants. Scarcity necessitates choice. Every
time we choose to use scarce resources to make one
product, we must give up the opportunity to use those
resources to make something else. This pncess of mak-
ing trade-offs is the environment in which all American
businesses exist and should be examined by students
enrolled in programs in entrepreneur education.

MATERIALS:
Activity 9 "Tony's production choice"

Activity 10 "What would you dc, if you won the
lottery?"

6 AcLivity 11 Comprehension quiz, lesson 4

VOCABULARY:
Scarcity the central problem in economics

resulting from the imbalance be-
c.wee n relatively unlimited wants
and limited resources

Factors of Production resources necessary for produc-
tion, including land, labor, capi-
tal, and entrepreneurship

Land natural resoul.ces ("gifts of na-
ture") before they are changed
by human effort; a factor of pro-
duction

Labor human effort used to produce
goods and services; a factor of
production

Capita tools of production; goods used
to produce other goods and ser-
vices; a factor of production (not
money)

13



Entrepreneurship

Production
Possibilities Curve

Opportunity Cost

the combining of other factors of
production to create goods and
services; a factor of production

a graphic representation of the
different combinations of two
products that can be made from
a finite set of resources

the value of a second choice that
is given up when a first choice is
taken; the highest valued alter-
native that must be foregone be-
cause another option is chosen

PROCEDURES:
1. Ask students to identify (make a list of) three dif-

ferent things they like but don't have enough of.
Compile a list of these on the board and discuss how
they relate to or demonstrate the central economic
problem of scarcity.

2. Choose one of the items from the list compiled in
procedure 1 above. Be sure the item selected wEl
clearly require examples of each of the four factors
of production to produce. Ask your students to
identify the resources that are used to produce the
designated product. Guide this discussion into an
explanation of each of the four factors of produc-
tion. The fact that we have limited supplies of
these factors causes scaxcity and forces us to make
choices.

3. Define and give examples of opportunity costs. Ask
indiv:dual students to describe a situation in which

14

they were forced to make a choice and to identify
the opportunity cost of their decision.

4. Distribute Activity 9. Students may work on the
exercise individually or in groups. It may be nee,)s-
sary to help less able students complete their work.
When the students are finished, go over the work
together. Discuss the parts tnat they found dif-
ficult.

5. Point out the fact that in this example there is a
constant ratio, or trade-off, between the produc-
tion of pizzas and the production of spaghetti din-
ners. Each time Tony makes another pizza, he
must make three fewer plates of spaghetti.

You may want t3 explain that this often isn't
how production works in reality. Usually there
isn't an even one-for-one trade-off between two
types of products because not all resources are
equally well suited to all types of production. A
cook who makes good spaghetti may make a
poor pizza. If we require people to woi k at jobs
for whih they are not trained, they will not be
very productive. If they axe reassigned to a task
for which they are better suited, their produc-
tion should increase.

Discuss with your students the kinds of things
they do well or porly. Ask them why they are
better at some tasks than at others.

EVALUATION:
Evaluate this lesson using Activity 10 or Activity 11.
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Tony's production choice
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ACTIVITY 10
What would you, do
If you won the lottery?
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ACTIVITY 11
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 4
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LESSON 5
The role of entrepreneurs
in our economy

TiME REQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Economic Systems (traditional, command, market,
mixed)
Competition

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Identify and compare the basic types of economic
systems hi which an entrepreneur can operate

State at least five contributions of competition and
give examples of each

State and give examples of at least three benefits of
entrepreneurship to society

RATIONALE:
Societies develop economic systems to provide a struc-
ture for determining how limited resources will be used
to meet the unlimited wants of their members. To date
societies have developed three basic types of economic
systems: traditional, command, and market. A fourth,
the mixed economic system, is a combination of the first
three systems for making economic decisions.

Entrepreneurs flourish in the market economy be-
cause this system empowers individuals to make eco-
nomic decisions. Profit serves as the incentive to encour-
age individuals to take the risk to start a new business
venture.

Through personal initiative and the effective imple-
mentation of innovative ideas. entrepreneurs respond
to economic wants and in so doing make a significant
contributio to the betterment of any society. Entrepre-
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neurs are always looking for ways to improve the effi-
ciency of the economy, and when they are successful,
they stimulate economic growth. The result of this im-
proved efficiency, economic growth, and job creation is
expanded economic opportunities for each one in the
economy.

MATERIALS:
Activity 12 "Basic economic systems"

Activity 13 "Scenarios for economic systems com-
parison" and "Response page"

Activity 14 "Contributions of competition"

Activity 15 "Product competition in a market
economy"

Activity 16 "Benefits of entrepreneurship
ciety"

Activity 17

to so-

Case studies (Part A and Part B)

VOCABULARY:
Entrepreneurship

Economic System

31.

the human resources that as-
sume the risk of organizing other
resources to produce goods and
services

the institutional framework that
people use to allocate resources
to produce and distribute goods
and services. Economic systems
operate to answer the three basic
economic questions: What is to
be produced? How is it to be pro-
duced? For whom is it to be pro-
duced?



Traditional Economic an economic system in which pro-
System duction and distribution deci-

sions are largely determined by
custom, i.e., the way things have
been done in the past

Command Economic an economic system in which a
System central authority makes the ma-

jor production and distribution
decisions; a system in which a
central authority, usually gov-
ernment (e.g., politicians, civil
servants, and military), decides
what to produce, how to produce
it, and for whom it shall be pro-
duced

Market Economic an economic system in which the
System major decisions about production

and distribution are made in a
decentralized manner by individ-
ual households and business
firms following their own self-in-
terest. In a market economic sys-
tem, individual consumers and
producers make decisions based
on prices about what is to be pro-
duced, how it is to be produced,
and for whom it is to be pro-
duced, based on decisions they
believe will benefit them individ-
ually

PROCEDURES:
DAY ONE

1. Discuss with students the differences among the
three economic systems. Use examples of the three
systems, both in past times and in modern times.

2. Distribute Activity 12.

3. Divide the class into six groups. Assign two groups
to be traditional, two to be command, and two
to be market economic systems. Give each group
Activity 13.

4. Assign differelit situations to different groups or
the same one, to all groups. Instruct the groups
as follows:

read each of the assigned situations given in
Part A

discuss among group members how the eco-
nomic system will react to this new situation

have the group record answers on Part B.

5. Have each group share its answers with the class.

NOTE: Procedures 1-5 can take one class period
depending on how many situations students must
respond to.

DAY TWO

6. Distribute Activity 14. Discuss it with the class.
(This handout could be assigned as homework to
be read prior to class.)

7. Divide the class into groups. (Change the composi-
tion of the groups from the previous day.) Assign
each group a product. (Teacher can have the prod-
ucts written on separate pieces of folded paper.)
Suggestions of products for the activity are: cars,
sodas, sneakers, pizza, jeans, toothpaste.

8. Using Activity 14 as a guide, tell each group to
give an example of how a business in its product
line accomplished each contribution. Example:
A. Can lead to lower prices

1. carsrebates
2. sodasdiscount coupons
3. sneakersseasonal sales
4. jeansfree shirt with pair of jeans
5. pizzalarge pizza for price of medium
6. toothpasteredemption prize

Distribute Activity 15 for students to record their
responses.

9. Have each group share its answers with the class.

10. Give each student a copy of Activity 16, or use as
a transparency. Discuss the list of benefits with
the class, making sure all students understand the
benefits. Ask the students to give examples.

11. Distribute Activity 17. Depending on the amount
of time available, have students compkte the activ
ity in class or as homework.

EVALUATION:

-

0 4

study example in newspapers or business journals, such
as Money, Inc., Entrepreneur, etc. They should read
the article and list examples of benefits to society that
resulted from the entrepreneurial activity.

17
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Ask the students to find a current entrepreneurial case



ACTIVITY 12
Basic economic systems
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ACTIVITY 13 PART B
Response page
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ACTIVITY 13 PART A
Scenarios for economic
systems comparison,

L A new strun of low.cholesterol corn is developed.

2. The country's landfills are becoming scarce.

3. A baby boom hu started.

S. There is an excess supply Of steel.

$ A livestock killer bee has invaded the country.

6. The cost of milk hu sharply increued.

7 Two iseighbonng countnes are at war.

& A shortage of nurses hu occuired.

9. Denim coat, are the new fad.

10. Medical reaearch proves that atnis !nut causes
high blood preuunt.

11. Vans cause grut darnags to highways.

12. Vocational jobs are plentiful.
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ACTIVITY 14
Contributions of competition

Can ksd to lower pnces

Can kad to Unproved quality

Can kad to larger variety of
goods and services

Can kad to better service

Can lead to Increued eMdency

Can kad to creator sensitivity to
consumers needs ard witnto

Can kad to faster responses to
consurneri needs and wants

Can kad to greater innovation
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ACTVITY 15
Product competition,
in, o. market economy
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ACTIVITY 16
Benefits of entrepreneurship
to society

Entnpreneues generate at least six ovenill benefits to society:

I. Increased competition

S. Economic growth

3 Increased employment

4. Altered distatbutIon of Income
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6. Increased opportunities for all Indsritlitsla
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ACTIVITY 17 PART A
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grain, mill into highly automated
flour producer
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ACTIVITY 17 PART B
Entrepreneurship
and employment
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LESSON 6
Markets in the circular flow
of the economy

TIME REQUIRED:
One or Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:

Markets
Circular Flow Model
Product Market
Factor Market

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Identify and trace the flow of goods and services,
factors of production, and money through a circular
flow model

Explain the relationship between transactions that
occur in the product market and those that happen in
the factor market

t) Describe the significance of the role played by entre-
preneurs in connecting transactions in the factor mar-
ket with those in the product market

RATIONALE:
In the United States, all firms exist within the context
of our economic system, which economists represent
with a circular flow model. In this model, businesses sell
goods and servici to households in the product market.
The money that fi iris earn in the product market is used
to purchase factors of production from households in the
factor market.

There are two flows of value in the model. Goods and
services and factors of production move in a counter-
clockwise direction. At the same time, there is a flow of
money of equal value, which circulates in the opposite
direction. In their effort to earn profits, entrepreneurs
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help keep these flows moving and the economy healthy.
By studying this model, students will gain an apprecia-
tion of the role firms play in the functioning of the eco-
nomic system.

MATERIALS:
Activity 18 "The circular flow of resources, goods,
services, and money payments"

Activity 19 "What happened in Upper Utopia?"

Activity 20 "My family and me in the circular flow
model"

Activity 21 Comprehension quiz, lesson 6

VOCABULARY:
Market a situation in which exchanges

between b=iyers and sellers of a
product or service are made

Circular Flow Model a representation of the interac-
tions between households and
producers in product and re-
source markets; a representation
of the economy, which shows the
flows of money, goods and ser-
vices, and factors of production
through the product and factor
markets

Product Market any setting where goods and ser-
vices are exchanged by produc-
ers and consumers

any setting where factors of pro-
duction are exchanged by own-
ers (sellers) and buyers (firms)

Factor Market
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PROCEDURES:
1. Make a transparency of the circular flow model

included in Activity 18 or draw a circular flow
model on the chalkboard so that it can be easily
seen by all students: Trace the flows of goods and
services, factors of production, and money through
the system. Distribute Activity 18, which includes
a desk copy of the model and a list of events, to
each student. Tell students to determine where
each event should be placed or. the chart. They may
do this as individuals, as pairs, in small groups,
or together as a class. When they have finished,
discuss what they have done. Be sure they under-
stand any mistakes made in placing the events
correctly on the chart.

2. Using an enlarged copy of the circular flow mc del
or the transparency made in procedure 1 above,
help students identify which parts of the model
would he affected by each csf the following events.
Emphasize the fact that an interruption of any flow
at any place in the model will affect all other parts
of the flow model. This shows that economic events
in one part of the system inevitably affect its other
parts.

EVENTS:
all the members of a large union ge ea strike
a major manufacturer of automobiles goes out of
business

many workers are worried about being 1: d off and
spend less

a war in another rt of the world cute off our supply
of imported crude 1

3. Distribute copies of Activity 19 to each student.
Ask students to read the paragraph at the top of
the page and be prepared to discuss the questions
that follow. Go over the questions with your stu-
dents. Define the term "derived demand" for them.
Discuss how the situation they read about demon-
strates the derived demand for labor and the rela-
tionship between the factor and product markets.
Emphasize that an interruption ofany flow at any
place in the model will cause a disruption of the
entire economic system.

EVALUATION:
Evaluate the lesson using either Activity 20 or Activity
21.
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ACTIVITY 20
My family and me in. the
circular flow model
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ACTIVITY 21
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 6
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LESSON 7
What is an entrepreneurial
innovation?

TIME REQUIRED:
One Class Period

CONCEPTS:
Entrepreneur
Factors of Production
Innovation
Invention
Entrepreneurial Ideas
Entrepreneurial Opportunities

liNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Stu&nts will:

Differentiate between an inventor and an entre-
preneur

Differentiate between an entrepreneurial opportu-
nity and an entrepreneurial idea

Define innovation

Given a list of entrepreneurial opportunities, suggest
entrepreneurial ideas for responding to each

RATIONALE:
Entrepreneurs use innovation as a tool to effect change
and to develop better products, services, and processes
that are wanted by others. Innovation is a driving force
for change and is given birth by inventors. It is the
entrepreneur who brings the innovation to "life" and
uses it to make a valuable contribution to change, devel-
opment, and progress in the economy.

A new idea is meaningless to the economy unless it
is brought to market and made available for others tc
enjoy and utilize in meet'ng their wants. Therefore, it
is essential that entrepreneurs focus their ideas on a

specific opportunity, a want (perhaps not yet recog-
nized) that needs to be satisfied, a problem that has to
be overcome, or a challenge that has to be met.

MATERIALS:
Activity 22 "Responding to an entrepreneurial op-
portunity"

Activity 23 "Brainstorming technique"

Activity 24 "Invention, innovation, and entrepre-
neurship"

VOCABULARY:
Entrepreneur an individual who recognizes op-

portunities (wants or problems)
and uses resources to implement
innovative ideas for new,
thoughtfully planned ventures

Factors of Production resources necessary for produc-
tion, including land, labor,
capital, and entrepreneurship

PROCEDURES:
1. Ask students to define "inventor." Through class

discussion, elicit a definition similar to tin- follow-
ing: An inventor develops something new and cre-
ates new products, services, and/or processes.

2. Place the following statement on the board: "An
inventor and an entrepreneur actually do th o. same
thing." Ask students if they agree with the state-
ment. The discussion should lead to the :-,!.ea that
inventing something is one process, but getting it
widely accepted, produced, and distributed is the
domain of the entrepreneur. Many inventiops, for
example, are never duplicated because no tatre-

,'", nt ) 0
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preneurial talent p-vi the other three factors of
production togetherland, labor, capitalto have
it made, sold, and distributed to consumers.

3. Ask students to define "innovation" in an entrepre-
neurial sense. Conclude the discussion by g nerat-
ing a definition such as "to be innovative means to
develop something of value and useful to others,
not just something that is simply new and dif-
ferent."

4. Spend some time discussing how entrepreneurs
generate innovation. Dist:ibute Activity 22. Di-
rect students' attention to the definitions of an
entrepreneurial opportunity and an entrepreneur-
ial idea. Use the examples to point out the differ-
ences and relationship between the two.

5. Divide the class into brainstorming groups and ask
each group to identify entrepreneurial opportuni-
ties in their school and community. If students
need help or instructions in brainstorming, distrib-

24

ute or review with them the rules in Activity 23.
Appoint a recorder/reporter for each group. Allow
10 minutes for the brainstorming session.

6. Have each reporter present tly_ group's best entre-
preneurial opportunity. As each opportunity is
presented, evaluate it as a class. List the opportu-
nities on the board. At the end of the exercise,
have the class select what it perceives to be the
one bed opportunity.

7. Ask each student to write three to five specific
ideas, being as innovative as possible, that could
be considered as a response to the opportunity
selected by the class in procedure 6 above. When
tin ; is done, have the students share what each
considers his or her best entrepreneurial idea with
the class.

EVALUATION:
Have students work in cooperative groups to complete
Activity 24.
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Inventor , innovation,
and entrepieneurship
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tion? The discussion of these questions should lead
to an analysis of the concept of economic interde-
pendence in that the economic actions of one person
affect other peopleit opens and closes opportuni-
ties. As an example, have the class think about the
impact of the automobile on several of the follow-
ing: (a) horse traders, (b) hotel builders, (c) rail-
roads, (d) saddle makers, (e) map makers, (f) city
planners, (g) retail stores, (h) insurance compa-
nies, (i) oil companies, (j) blacksmiths.

3. Distribute Activity 25. Discuss the interdepen-
dence that this diagram reveals. You may need to
explain some of the terms and reasons why differ-
ent industries or businesses are affected. For ex-
ample, because of computer software packages,
the adding machine and the appointment calendar
will not be in as much demand, or corrections of
copy can be made electronically by a microcom-
puter; thus, correction devices are not needed as
much as they once were. Ask what new industries
have risen because of the microcomputer inno-
vation.

4. Distribute Activity 26, Activity 27, ,.nd Activity
28. Go over the instructions for having the students
indicate the products/services that are positively

and negatively affected by each of the innovations.
(You may wish to divide the class into small groups
or pairs and assign one of the innovations to each.)
Have the groups report their findings to the class.
Discuss ways in which the responses from groups
working on the same innovation were similar or
different and reasons for these similarities or dif-
ferences.

5. Optional. As an alternative to procedure 4 above,
distribute Activity 29 and have each student or
group identify an innovation and name the produc-
ers who were positively and negatively affected by
its introduction.

6. Spend some time explaining how innovation en-
courages the mobility of factors of production. Ex-
plain that the factors of production are land, labor,
capital goods, and the entrepreneur. When an in-
novation is accepted, the entrepreneur uses an in-
creasing amount of factors of production to produce
his or her product. Other entrepreneurs who start
businesses related to the innovation use additional
factors of production necessary to make their
goods or services.

ALUAT1ON:
Have students complete Activity 30.

ACTIVITY 25
Ripple effects in the
marketplace: microcomputers
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Ripple effects in the
marketplo7;e: airplanes
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ACTIVITY 27
Ripple effects in the
marketplace: vacuum cleaners
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LESSON 9
How much are consumers
willing to pay? (demand)

TIME REQUIRED:

Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:

Demand
Law of Demand
Demand Curve
Determinants of Demand
Shift in Demand

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Define demand and demonstrate knowledge of how
the law of demnd functions

Explain why demand is necessary to the success of
any enterprise inducing ent.epreneutial ventures

Identify and explain determinants of demand

Construct and read a demand curve

Recognize situations that result in a shift. in demand
and determihe the direction and economic conse-
quences of the shift

RATIONALE:
Although the primary objective in running a business is
to earn a profit, this is impossible if no one wants to buy
the product being offered for sale. Entrepreneurs need
to know how many products they will be able to sell at
various prices in the market they serve. They
be aware of factors that have the potential of changing
demand for their products. Finally, they need to under-
stand the impact that changes in price would have on
the number of products they can sell. Without a basic

knowledge of these market forces, entrepreneurs are
less likely to succeed in earning a profit.

MATERIALS:

Activity 31 "The demand for 'Kookies' "

Activity 32 "What is happening to the demand for
canned tuna?"

Activity 33 "Factors affecting demand"

Activity 34 Comprehension.quiz, lesson 9

VOCABULARY:
Demand

Law of Demand

Determinants of
Demand

Demand Curve

4 4

the schedule of how much con-
sumers are willing and able to
buy at all possible prices in a
given period of time

everything else being equal,
more products will be demanded
at a lower price than at a higher
price

factors (incomes, tastes, and
preferences, the prices of substi-
tute or complementary products,
expectations for the future) that
cause the demand for a product
to change

a graphical representation that
shows the number of products
that will be demanded at various
prices; a graphical representa-
tion that shows the relationship
between different prices for a
product and how much of it peo-
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Shift in Demand

ple will be willing to buy at each
price

an increase or decrease in de-
mand that results from a change
in a determinant of demand for a
product

PROCEDURES:
1. Distribute a copy of Activity 31 to each student.

AP!, them to read Part A and to complete the table.

2. Tabulate your students' answers on the board as
follows:

Total number of "Kookies"
Price students in this class would buy

$ .20 each
.40 each
.60 each
.80 each

1.00 each

3. Discuss the meaning of the terms demand and the
law of demand with them.

4. Plot a demand curve on the board based on the
data collected from your students. Have each stu-
dent do the same on Part B of the activity. Point
ouc how the law of demand is demonstrated by
their graphs (the number of "Kookies" that would
be demanded at a low price is greater than that
which would be demanded at a higher price).

5. Ask yoar students what would happen to the num-
ber of "Kookies" they would buy at each price as
the result of each of the following events:

their weekly income went up $20

their girlfriend or boyfriend developed a mad
craving for "Kookies"

the drugstore down the street had a sale on
candy bars at 10 cents each

they heard the price of "Kookies" was going up
25 cents next week

30

6. Explain that the factors they considered in proce-
dure 5 above are called determinants of demand
by economists. When these things change, the
number of items people are willing to buy at each
price also changes. The determinants of demand
demonstrated above are: income, tastes and pref-
erences, the price of substitute goods, and expecta-
tions of the future.

7. Explain that each of the situations in procedure 5
above would cause the demand curve to move ei-
ther to the left (showing a decrease in demand),
or to the right (showing an increase in demand).
Sketch a new demand curve on your original graph
of demand for each situation and explain each shift
in demand to your students. If needed, demon-
strate the shifts by repeating procedures 2 and 4.

New demand curve:

an increase in income would cause the demand
curve to shift to the right (income)

an increase in your girlfriend's or boyfriend's
desire for "Kookies" would cause your demand
curve to shift to the right assuming you bought
more for sour friend (tastes and preferences)

a sale on candy bars would cause the demand
curve to shift to the left because many people
would substitute candy for "Kookies" (the price
of substitutes)
the expectation of a future price increr se wouid
cause today's demand curve to shift t...) the right
as customers stock up or. "Kookies" before the
nrice goes up (expectations of the future)

8. Distribute Activity 32. Have your students com-
plete these either as individuals, as pairs, in small
groups, or as homework. When they have finished
this work, go over the results in class. Review your
explanation of iaifts in demand and discuss how
the situations in the worksheet demonstrate exam-
ples of these shifts.

EVALUATION:
Evaluate the lesson using el,her Activity 33 or Activity
34.
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The demand for "Kookies"
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ACTIVITY 34
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 9
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LESSON 10
How much should I
produce? (supply)

TIME REQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Supply
Law of Supp:y
Increasing Costs of Production
Supply Curve
Determinants of Supply

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Define supply and demonstrate their knowledge of
how the law of supply operates

Explain how a firm's willingness to supply products
is a function of price and its costs of production

Identify factors that result in increasing costs of pro-
duction

Construct and read a supply curve

Recognize situations that result in a shift in supply
and determine the direction and economic conse-
quences of the shift

Apply the principle of increasing costs of production
to solve problems related to an entrepreneurial enter-
prise

RATIONALE:
Entrepreneurs produce and offer products for sale when
they have the expectation of earning a profit. This expec-
tation depends on the price that can be charged for their
products and on their costs of production. As businesses

produce more products, they are likely to experience
increasing costs per unit. Eventually a level of produc-
tion is reached where the cost of making another item
is greater than the price it can be sold for. At this point,
the firm should stop producing more goods. Entrepre-
neurs need to be aware of the relationship between
price, costs, and the number of products that should be
produced and offered for sale.

MATERIALS:
Activity 35 "The supply of %cookies' "

Activity 36 "Arnold's fossil farm"

O Activity 37 "What is happening to the supply of
goods?"

Activity 38 Comprehension quiz, lesson 10

VOCABULARY:
Supply the schedule of how much pro-

ducers are willing and able to sell
at all possible prices in a given
period of thne

Law of Supply everything else being equal,
more products will be offered for
sale at a higher price than at a
lower price

Increasing Costs of as more items are produced a
Production point is reached where each addi-

tional unit costs more to make
than the preceding unit

Supply Curve a graphical representation that
shows the number of products
that will be supplied at various
prices

4 8
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Determinant of factor that causes the supply of
Supply a product to change

Shift in Supply an increase or decrease in supply
that results from a change in the
determinants of sup, lv for a
product

PROCEDURES:
1. Explain the terms supply and the law of supply to

the class.

9. Distribute a copy of Activity 35 to each student.
Ask the students to read the paragraph at the top
of the page and to study the table. Work through
the exercise with your students or have the stu-
dents complete the exercise in small groups. Be
sure to go over the correct answers together and
to place a copy of the supply curve on the board.
Discuss the implications of increasing costs of pro-
duction.

3. Plot the supply curve for "Kookies" on the board.
Ask your eudents what would ha:Ten to the num-
ber of "Kookies" they would be willing to supply
at each price in each of the following situations:

you find that you are able to sell many more pies
at higher prices and earn large profits for each
pie

the cost of chocolate chips gues &mil b. one-
third

you hear the school cafeteria is about to start
selling large cookies too and you are afraid you
will have to lower nur price to maintain your
sales

4. Explain that economists call the factors considered
in procedure 2 determinants of supply. When these
things change, the number of items firms are will-
ing to produce and offer for sale at each price also
changes. Determinants of supply include changes
in the costs of production, changes in the prices of
other products that could be made. and expecta-
tions of the future.

to move either to the left (showing a decrease in
supply), or to the right (showing an increase in
supply). Sketch a new supply curve on your origi-
nal graph of supply for each situation and explain
each shift in supply to your students.

an increase in the price you could charge for
pies would cause you to allocate your scarce
resources to pies, thereby causin the supply
curve for cookies to shift to the left

a decrease in the cost of chocolate chips would
result in an increase in your unit profit and your
willingness to supply products; the supply curve
would shift to the right

the expectation that competition will result in
lower prices will discourage you from making
the product, and the supply curve will shift to
the left

6. Distribute copies of Activity :36. Divide the class
into small groups and ask them to read and discuss
the handout. Tell them to determine how the story
demonstrates the law of supply. Each group should
choose a spokesperson who will explain his or her
thoughts to the rest of the class. Spend time ex-
plaining how Arnold's problems are typical of those
experienced by other business people.

7. Ask students to explain %% hat would happen to the
number of fossils Arnold would supply in each of
the following cases. How would his supply curve
shift in each situation? Sketch these shifts in his
supply curve on the board.

Arnold's salary at his rezularjob went up to $30
an hour

The cost of getting to Wyoming increased by
$100

The number of specimens he could find per unit
of time grew by 50 percent

5. Explain that each of the situations described in EVALUATION:
procedure 3 above would cause the supply curs e Evaluate the lessun b.) using Activ it3 37 ur Activity 38.

34
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ACTIVITY 35
The supply of "Kookies"
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Arnold's fossil farm
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ACTIVITY 37
What is happening
to the supply of goals?
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ACTIVITY 38
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 10
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LESSON 11
What's the right price?
(market equilibrium)

TIME REQUIRED:
Two or Three Class Periods

CONCEPTS:

Interaction of Demand and Supply
Surpluses and Shortages
Market Equilibrium
Equilibrium Price
Changes in Equilibrium Price

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Explain how differences in the quantitie. Jf a product
demanded and supplied will result in either surpluses
or shortages of that product

Explain why surpluses will 1use prices to fall and
why shortages will cause priLes to rise Until an equi-
librium price is reached

Given a graph of demand and supply, locate the equi-
librium price and state the quantity of the product
that will be supplied and sold at that price

Use data provided to construct a graph showing the
equilibrium price for a product

Determine how shifts in supply and demand change
the equilibrium price and quantity of the product that
is supplied and sold

RATIONALE:
Entrepreneurs exist in markets made up of consumers
who demand the products that firms supply. The price
that competitive firms are able to charge is determined
by the interaction of market demand and supply. A firm

t charges more than the market equilibrium price
find it is unable to sell all of its production. If other

firms charge less than the market equilibrium price they
will have more customers than they have products to
sell. Entrepreneurs should realize that equilibrium
prices change over time as supply and demand shift.
Most businesses have limited control over the prices
they can charge.

MATERIALS:
Activity 39 "Demand for apples and equilibrium"

Activity 40 "Supply of apples and equilibrium"

Activity 41 "The demand and supply for aookies' "

Activity 42 "Demand and supply table"

Activity 43 Comprehension quiz, lesson 11

VOCABULARY:
Surplus condition that results when the

quantity of a product supplied at
a particular price is ,;,reater than
the quantity demanded at that
price

Shortage condition that results when the
.nntity of a product demanded

at a .-Articular Nice is greater
than the quantity supplied at
that price

Market Equilibrium condition that exists when the
quantity of a product demanded
and quantity supplied are the
same at a given price

5 2
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Equilibrium Price

Point of Equilibrium

the price level at which the quan-
tity of a riroduct demanded
equals th;.; quantity supplied

the point of intersection b..-tween
a product's demand and supply
curves which indicates the equi-
librium price and the quantities
of the product that will be sup-
plied and sold at that price

PROCEDURES:

1. Name a specific local store where your students
frequently shop and a particular product they often
buy from that store. Aak students to write on a
piece of paper the price of the product named along
with an estimate of the number they personally
buy each ye9r. Choose another price that is
roughly 50 percent more than the current price.
Ask your students to write the number of items
they believe they world buy at this higher price.

2. Collect the papers and tabulate the results on the
board as follows: total the number of the product
your student': estimate they currently demand;
then total the number they would buy at the higher
price.

3. Ask:What happens to the quantity demanded (i.e.,
the quantity the class is willing and able to buy)
when the price increases? Do you think the higher
price would encourage the store to offer more of
the product for sale? Discuss how tIlis situation
would result in a surplus of the product in a store.

4. Ask: What do you think would happen to the quan-
tity demanded if the price should drop to
(name a price 50 percent lower than the current
price)? What effect is this likely to have on the
quantity the store is willing to supply? Discuss how
this situation would result in a shortage in the
store.

5. Define and explain the concept of market equilib-
Hum. Discuss how L'u-pluses and shortages tend
to force prices toward tHe equilibrium price. Dem-
onstrate how shifts in the demand ana supply
curves would result in new points of equilibrium
quantities and equilibrium prices.

6. Instruct students to organize into pairs. Distribute
copies of Activity 39 to one student in each pair
and Activity 40 to the other. Tell them they are to
work together to complete their worksheets. Read
through the direeti,zs with them and answer ques-
tions about what they are to do. Be sure they
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understand that there is one buyer (Activity 39)
and one seller (Activity 40) in each pair. Each has
information the other needs to complete the third
column of the table. If students need additional
help to get started, help them complete the top
row of the table as follows:

Ask students who have Activity 39 (buyer) how
many apples they are willing to buy at 810 a
bushel. (20 bushels)

Tell the students with Activity 40 (seller) to
write this number in the column under the heat:
ing "Quantity demands 1"

Ask the sellers how many apples they are will-
ing to supply at 510 a bushel. (60 bushels)

Have the buyers write this number in the col-
umn under tin: 'Heading "Quantity supplied."

Ask if this condition would result in a surplus
or shortage (3urplusquantity supplied would
t e greater than the quantity demanded). In-
truct students to write the word "surplus" in

the appropriate blank.

Ask: How large is the surplus? (40 bushels).
Eave students write the number in the appro-
priate space.

7. When the students have completed the activity
sheet, discuss their answers. Have them identif3,
the point of equilibrium on their graphs.

8. Suggest that the events listed below happened.
Discuss their impact on the demand, supply, and
equilibrium price for apples.

A cold winter cuts the apple harvest in half.
(This would cause the supply curve . I shift to
the left; the price would increase, and the quan-
tity demanded and sold would decrease.)

There is a great increase in the demand for all
kinds of pies. (This would cause the demand
curve to shift to the right; the price wnuld in-
crease, and the quantity supplied and sold would
increase.)

A new fertilizer increases the yield of apples per
tree by 15 percent. (This would cause the supply
curve to shift to the right; the price would de-
cline, and the quantity demanded a.id sold
would increase.)
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There was a report printed in many papers that
said apples were treated with a chemical that
might cause cancer. (This would cause the de-
mand curve to shift to the left; the price would
decrease, and the quantity supplied and sold
would decrease.)

EVMAJATION:
Evaluate the lesson by using Activity 41, Activity 42,
or Activity 43.
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ACTIVITY 40
Supply of apples
and equilibrium
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ACTIVITY 42
Demand and supply table
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ACTIVITY 43
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 11
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LESSON 12
Profits and entrepreneurship

TIME REQUIRED:
One or Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Total Revenue
Cost of Production
Profit
Return on Investment
Fixed Costs (Optional Activity)
Variable Costs (Optional Activity)

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Discuss the role of profit as the basic incentive for
running a business in the United States

Compute the cost of production for a given business
venture

Distinguish between fixed and variable costs of pro-
duction and give examples of each (Optional Activity)

Identify and explain alternative measures of profit
and their implication for measuring the profitability
of an entrepreneurial enterprise (Optional Activity)

Compare revenue and cost data to determine profit-
ability of an entrepreneurial venture

RATIONALE:
People become entrepreneurs for many reasons, includ-
ing the desire to earn a profit. A commonly used measure
of profit is the difference between a firm's revenue and
its costs. Such a simple definition can be misleading if
it excludes considerations of alternative uses for the
entrepreneur's time or money. A person who spends 70
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hours a week working in a business should not exclude
the value of his or her time and labor from the measure
of the firm's costs. Someone who invests $100,000 in a
firm must realize that the same money deposited in a
bank would have earned substantial interest. This too
should be included in the firm's costs. Entrepreneurs
who fail to recognize these facts may ovustate the
profitability of their firms and as a result underprice
their products.

MATERIALS:
Activity 44 "How big is the profit slice of pie?"

Activity 45 "How is the pie divided?"

Activity 46 "Fixed and variable costs" (Optional)

Activity 47 "Profit projection form"

Activity 48 "Deciding on a club enterprise"
(Optional)

Activity 49 Comprehension quiz, lesson 12

VOCABULARY:
Profit

Return on
Investment

Total Revenue

Fixed Costs
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the difference between a firm's
total revenue and total cost of
production

profit as a percentage of the
amount invested in a firm

selling price multiplied by the
quantity sold

costs of production that remain
the same as the quantity of goods
or services produced changes



Variable Costs costs of production that change
as the quantity of goods or ser-
vices produced changes

Total Cost the sum of all costs of production,
both fixed and variable

PROCEDURES:
1. Select several students and ask then why they

might consider becoming an entrepreil:.ur or why
they think anyone would want to becci...e. an entre-
preneur. Most will probably say they want to get
rich or earn a profit. Through discussion, help the
students understand that the profit motive is o-e of
the basic incentives for becoming an entrepreneur.
(For discussion of other incentives, see Lesson 2.)

2. Write the definition of profit on the board. Help
students to define "total revenue" and "total cost."
(It is not necessary at this time that students un-
derstand the difference between fixed and variable
costs; they should, however, know the major cate-
gories of expense that are includcid in the cost of
production, e.g., labor, rent, utilities, etc.)

3. Distribute Activity 44. Go over the instructions
with the students; then have them complete the
handout individually or working in pairs. Explain
that the circumference of the circle is divided into
100 equal parts.

4. Allow several minutes for the students to complete
the pie graph. Ask several students to tell the class
how much of the pie they tnought was profit. How
much was spent to pay the cost of merchandise?
How much to pay for operating expenses?

5. Project a transparency of Activity 45 (or use the
activity as a handout). Tell students that the graph
shows the results of a survey of U.S. retailers.
Have the students compare this with their pie

graphs. Have them discuss why they thought the
amount of profit earned by retailers was more (or
less) than that shown on the graph. Discuss the
implications of the small profit margin for entre-
preneurs.

6. Choose two local firms with which the students are
familiarone that is doing well, and one that is
-ot. Ask the students to suggest reasons for the
second firm's apparent failure. Have the students
suggest steps that the failing business could take
to improve its profits. List their suggestions on the
board using a chart similar to the following:

Reasons for failure
Actions needed to

increase profits

1.

2.
1.

2.

7. Optional Activity: Fixed and Variable Costs

From the list compiled in procedure 6, select
items as examples of fixed and variable costs of
production.

Write the definitions of fixed costs and variable
costs on the board. Have the students give addi-
tional examples of each.

Distribute copies of Activity 46. Have students
complete the exercise in small groups or as an
entire class, .discussing the answers as they
work through the items.

EVALUATION:
Lesson without Optional Activity. Have students com-
plete Activity 47 or select appropriate items from Activ-
ity 49.

Lesson including Optional Activity. Have students
complete Activity 48 or use Activity 49.
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ACTIVITY 44
How big is the profit
slice of pie?
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ACTIVITY 46
Fixed and variable costs
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ACTIVITY 45
How is the 1,ie divided?

OPERATING COST OF

EXPENSES MERCHANDISE

37% 60%
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ACTIVITY 47
Profit projection form
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ACTIVITY 48
Deciding on a club enterprise
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ACTIVITY 49
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 12
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LESSON 13
What type of business
should I start?

TIME REQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Economic Institutions
Sole Proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Describe the three types of business organizations in
a market economy and cite examples from the local
community or region

Compare the advantages and disadvantages of each
type of business organization in a market economy

RATIONALE:
As each entrepreneur makes the decision to start a busi-
ness, he or she must also decide what type of business
organization will be most advantageous for the new busi-
ness. There are three types of business organizations:
sole proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. Many
businesses start as sole proprietorships or partnerships
and grow to become corporations. The type of business
organization can change as the business expands or de-
clines.

Entrepreneurs need to understand the advantages
and disadvantages of each type of business organization.
Legal liability, tax obligations, and financial responsibil-
ities are all factors that entrepreneurs must review
when deciding how to organize the new busi- s.

MATERIALS:
Activity 50 "Types of business organizations"
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Activity 51 "Advantages and disadvantages of
types of ownership"

e Activity 52 "Entrepreneurship interview guide"

VOCABULARY:
Economic
Institutions

ways of doing things that ad-
dress the economic decisions of
what to produce, how to produce
it and who will consume it. Many
economic institutions are long-
lived and were originally formed
in response to economic condi-
tions that may have changed
over time

Sole Proprietorship a form of business organization
that is owned and managed by
one individual who assumes all
risk of loss and receives all
profits

Partnership a form of business organization
that is owned by two or more
individuals who assume all risk
of loss and receive all profit

Corporation a fczIP of business organization
that is created by law, functions
as a separate legal entity, and is
owned by two or more individu-
ais called stockholders. Stock-
holders are at risk only for the
amount of their financial in-
vestment

Franchising
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a system by which a firm expand,:
into new neighborhoods and
towns (or foreign countries) by



selling the rights to use the com-
pany's name 'and products to in-
dividuals. The franchising com-
pany provides training services
and an advertising campaign for
the purchaser of the franchise.
In turn, the purchaser agrees to
meet certain quality standards,
irovide certain products, and
pay a franchise fee to the fran-
chising organization.

PROCEDURES:

1. Distribute Artivity 50 (or use as a transparency).
Review with students the three types of business
organizations. Using the local community, give
students examples of each type. Stress that al-
though the corporation is usually used by large
businesses, there are many more soie proprietor-
ships than any other type of business organization.

2. Distribute Activity 51. Review the information on
the activity sheet with the studs. Emphasize
the legal liability, the tax obligations, and financial
rrsponsibilities for the business o ner uf each type
of business organization.

3. Divide the class into groups. Ask each group to
compile a list of questions it would like to ask an
entrepreneur about his or her business.

4. Ask the groups to share their lists. Write the ques-
tions on the blackboard.

5. Distribute Activity 52 or project as a transparency
and have students write the guidelines in their
notebooks.

6. Invite several entrepreneurs to the next class. Us-
ing Acti-ity 52 and the students' compilation ot
questions, have students interview the entrepre-
neurs. Students can tape these interviews with
both audio and video recorders. Try to include
entrepreneurs representing different types of
business organizations in the group.

EVALUATION:

Organize the class in small groups. Using Activity 52 as
a guide, have the groups identify arid develop profiles of
businesses in the local community that are representa-
tive of each of the three types of business organizations
presented in Activity 50.
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ACTIVITY 50
Types of businms manizations

Sole propnetorship
A fonn of business organisation that I. owned
and managed by one indMdual who assumes

all risk of loss and receives all profits.

Partnership
A form of business organisation that is owned
hy two or more individuals who assume all risk

of lose and receive all profit.

Corporation
A fonn of business organisation that is crested

hy law functions as a separate legal entity.' and is owned by two or more individuals called
stockholders. Stockholders are at risk only for

the amount of their financial investment.

gareepn.nnaw. Towsly Smug.. 0 Jo. Nurah Lwow. Liam
be. Tork. NY
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ACTIVITY 51
Advantages and disadvantages
of types
of ownership
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ACTIVITY 52
Entrepreneurship
interview guick

I. Name of entrepreneur

2. Name of entrepreneur's business

3, Type of business organization

4. List products of business (goods andlor services)

6. Number of employees

6. List benefits of business to witty

7. Chart growth of buarse since its inception

8. Challenges In operating the business

Ire. /how C. mesh.% 01W, Ero...e cut tower.w.s.p. roma., Stftor. Can., Gana - Dares. E./..
Uok Sty Tat. NY
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LESSON 14
Borrowing decisions and
expected returns

TIME REQUIRED:
One or Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Interest
Interest Rates
Investment.
Expected Returns

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Define interest and explain the need for interest

Explain the relationship betu een savings and loans

Identify factors that influence interest rates

Explain why businesses borrow to make investments

Compare the cost and expected return for different
investment options and decide which investment the
firm should make

Given an example, describe the relationship between
interest rates, the expected return of an investment,
and a firm's willingness to borrow funds to make the
investment

RATIONALE:
Entrepreneurs must possess oi have access to funds to
start their businesses. They may use their ow n funds,
get others to give them funds for a share of the business
and. claims on future profits (equity financing); or they
may borrow money from others (debt financing) with
the contractual obligation to pay back the a.?ount of

money borrowed plus additional dollars calied interest
payments. Interest is the price of borrowing money and
is usually expressed as a rate, e.g., 10 percent (10%).
Thus, to borrow $1,000 for one year at an interest rate
of 10 percent will cost the borrower $1,000 + $100 =
$1,100, or 100/1000 = .10 = 10%. The lender is willing
to providQ the $1,000 because he or she wants to give
up purchasing power now ($1,000) for increased future
purchasing power ($1,100). The borrower wants to have
money ($1,000) to spend now and is willing to give up
future spending ($1,100) in order to have $1,000 today.
Thus, the borrower is willing to pay back more money
than is borrowed because, as a consumer, he or she
values today's purchase more than tomorrow's, or, as
an entrepreneur, he or she needs the funds today .
start the business and will be willing to pay back more
dollars in the future when he or she expects to be earning
dollars from the investment.

In the United States economy, the funds that are
available for lending come from a pool of funds called
"savings." Savings are monies that are not spent but are
put aside for the future. Generally these monies are put
into a variety of savings instruments by banks, including
savings accounts and money market accounts. Banks
pay the savers interest on their savings to attract them
to their bank. Banks in turn lend these savings to others
and charge them a higher rate of interest than the bank
pays the saver.

The entrepreneur must consider the costs and bene-
fits of starting a new business. The interest rate on
borrowing money is a cost. The rate of return on an
investment is computed by dividing the money profits
by the amount of money invested (profits/investment =
rate of return). The rate of return on the investment
should be greater than the rate of interest for the entre-
preneur to borrow the money.

13 4
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VOCABULARY:
Interest payment for the current use of

someone else's money

Interest Rate the percent of the principal of a
loan that must be paid by a bor-
rower to a lender in IA period of
time

Investment the purchase of capital goods by
a business to increase or main-
tain its ability to produce prod-
ucts and earn a profit

Expected Return the return as a percent of the
cost of an investment an entre-
preneur believes an investment
will generate

Prime Interest Rate the rate of interest charged by
banks to their large business cus-
tomers

Variable Rate Loan the rate of interest on a loan that
varies from time to time because
of a varying rate of interest in
the financial markets

MATERIALS:
A copy of "Money Rates" from a recent Wall Street
Journal

Activity 53 "What's the rate of interest?"

Activiq 54 "Interest rates and expected returns"

Activity 55 Comprehension qui 'sson 14

PROCEDURES:
1. Distribute Activity 53. Ask students to do a survey

of area banks to determine interest rates given on
savings plans and what that same bank charges on
various tyins of loans. Have them record their
findings on the activity sheet.

50

2. After the students report their findings to the
class, ask what the bank does with the money that
is deposited. Discuss the "spread" (difference) be-
tween the interest rate paid to depositors and the
rate charged bonowers. Explain what the spread
is used fGr (cover expenses of the bank and provide
a profit).

3. Ask the students to bring copies of the business
section of their local newspaper to class. The
teacher should obtain a copy of the "Money Rates"
from the third section of a recent Wall Street Jour-
nal. Help the students find the current prime inter-
est rate in the papers. Explain that most business
loans are made at the prime interest rate plus some
percent (prime + 2%, for example). Only large
businesses are able to borrow at prime. Smaller
firms are charged a higher rate by banks because
of the greater risk of the loan. Be sure to point out
the fact that the prime interest rate changes over
time, and, therefore, a business may not know
what rate it will end up paying when it takes out
the loan.

4. Distribute Activity 54 and ask the students to com-
plete it individually, in pairs, or as a class. When
the students have finished, discuss the relationship
between a firm's expectation of return for an in-
vestment and its willingness to borrow funds at
different interest rates. Emphasize that a firm
should not agree to pay more interest than it ex-
pects to earn in additional income. Ask them to
consider how the fact that most business loans have
variable interest rates affects many firms' demand
for credit.

5. Optional: You may wish to spend some time dis-
cussing how some businesses raise capital through
the issuance of stock. Small businesses as well as
large ones issue stock.

EVALUATION:
Have students complete Activity 55.
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ACTIVITY 53
What's the rate of interest?
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ACTIVITY 54
Interest rates
and expected returns
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ACTIVITY 55
Comprehension quiz,
lesson. 14
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LEESON 15
Competitive markets

TIME riEQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Pure Competition
Product Differentiation
Monopolistic Competition

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Identify and explain the economic characteristics
common to firms in pure competition

E..plain why competitive firms are "price takers"

Give examples and explain the significance of product
differentiation

Define and cite examples of monopolistic competition

RATIONALE:
Most entrepreneurs with small businesses operate in
markets that are characterized by a high level of compe-
tition. This is the result of the relatively low cost and
ease of starting such businesses. Competiti ie firms have
little control over the price they can charge or the quality
of the products they are able to sell. In a competitive
market, customers are very responsive to price. A com-
petitive firm that charges high prices or offers inferior
products will have few customers. These facts tend to
result in low profit margins for competitive firms. It is
possible for owners to overcome this problem by differ-
entiating their firm's products from those of competi-
tors. If a business can convince customers that its prod-
ucts or services are superior, it will be able to charge
higher prices while maintaining the volume of its sales.
Anyone studying entrepreneurship should be aware of
these fActs.

MATERIALS:
Activity 56 "The lawn and garden doctors"

Activity 57 "The market for pain rdievers"

Activity 58 "Pizzas"

, Activity 59 Comprehensim. quiz, lesson 15

VOCABULARY:
Peri*ect Competition a market in which there are

many producers the same
product; customers ere indiffer-
ent to which product they buy
and are only responsive to differ-
ences in price

Product an attempt by a firm to create
Differentiation consumer preference for its

product as the result of a real or
imagined difference in the qual-
ity of the product it offers for sale

Monopolistic a market in which there are
Competition many producers Jf similar prod-

ucts that are distinguished from
each other, usually through ad-
vertising

PROCEDURES:
1. Ask students to identify a type of business they

believe they might realistically be able to strut on
their own some day as a single proprietor. Make a
list of these businesses on the board. Tell students
to examam th- `;st and iciehtify characteristics
most of the b ,ses have in -1mmon. (Most will
probably require relatively small initial illy,
merts and exist within markets that have substan-
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tial competition.) In the discussion, emphasize the
fact that most new entrepreneurs do business in
competitive markets.

2. From the list compiled in procedure 1 above, select
a business that seems appropriate to this lesson
i.e., a business that operates in a highly competi-
tive markee: Ask the students how much they be-
lieve the firm could charge for its product at the
present time. Then ask them what they believe
would happen if the firm increased its price or
offered inferior products for sale. (They should
recognize that the firm's customers would go to the
competition.) Point out the fact that the competi-
tive firms have little control over the price they
charge (they are "price takers") or the quality of
the product they are able to sell. If the product is
of inferior quality, customers will buy from other
firms offering the same or similar products.

3. Distribute copies of Activity 56 and ask the stu-
dents to complete it individually or in groups.
When they finish their work discuss the answers,
emphasizing the idea of product differentiation and
how it car help firms in highly competitive markets

improve their profit margins. Define the term mo-
nopolistic competition and discuss how Joe and
Frank atUmpted to accomplish this objective

4. Optional:
a. Distribute copies of Activity 57. Go over the

instructions with the students and have them
complete the worksheet as an individual or

Amp assignment.
b. Discuss students' findings for Activity 57.

Have them compare the prices for the various
pain relievers and ways the producers of each
attempt to differentiate their product from the
products of competitors. Tri the discussion,
have students review the definition of monopo-
listic competition and give examples of how
this applies to firms that produce pain re-
lievers.

EVALUATION:
Evaluate the lesson by using either Activity 58 or Activ-
ity 59. Activity 58 may be used with a "taste test" in
which the class orders pinAs from each store and evalu-
ates the products.
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LESSON 16
The demand for labor

TIME REQUIRED:
Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:
Demand for Factors of Production/Labor
Derived Demand
Diminishing Marginal Productivity

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Students will:

Explain why a firm's demand for any factor of produc-
tion depends on it ability to sell the product produced

Based on their analysis of events observed in a simu-
lated entrepreneurial venture, formulate a statement
of the principle of diminishing mare.dal productivity

Evaluate the sales and cost data to determine the
optimal hiring level for a given firm

RATIONALE:
In order to earn a profit, entreprenetrs purchase a com-
bination of the factors of production, which are used to
produce goods and services that are supplied to the
market. The greatest cost of production for many firms
is the cost of labor. Afany businesses fail because owners
de not understand or control labor costs. It is important
for entrepreneurs to consider the relationship among
profitability, the cost of labor, and the value of workers.

MATERIALS:
Activity 60 "Circular flow model"

Activity 61 "The handinint business"

Activity 62 "Sharon's firewood"

Activity C3 Comprehension quiz, lesson 16

$6

PROCEDURES:
1. Using a transparency made from Activity 60, re-

view the circular flow model. Emphasize the rela-
tionship between the sales of products in the prod-
uct market and a firm's ability to pay for factors
(inch ling labor) in the factor market.

2. Identify several jobs that exist in the area of your
school that your students are aware of and that
require substantially different training, risk, or
experience (e.g., auto mechanic, construction
wnrker, grocery clerk, bank loan officer). Ask your
students to estimate how much each of these jobs
is worth in terins of an hourly wage. Discuss the
reasons for your students' estimates in class.

3. Ask students to pretend that they are the employ-
ers of the workers identified in procedure 2 above.
Ask them to list the factors they would consider in
setting wage rates for their employees. Students
are likely to list factors that relate to the quality
of the worker or the local economic conditions (edu-
cation, experience, the cost of living, or what other
employers afe paying). They are not as likely to
consider the value of the worker's labor to the
employer.

4. Distribute Activity 61 and work through it with
your class. Draw the boxes on the board and help
the students with the activity. As mot; Audents
try to draw in the same box, they will start to run
into each other and the number of additional prints
will decline as extra students are added. Explain
how this demonstrates the principle of diminishing
marginal productivity. In many cases, the con-
straint on the value of addition -tworkers is a fixed
capital base (only scs many tools workers can use).
In this case, the constraint is the space. The last
worker is likely to cost more than he or she is worth
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and therefore should not be hired. Emphasize the
fact that a firm cannot maximize its profits if it
pays workers more than the value they contribute
to production.

EVALUATION:
Evaluate the lesson by using Activity 62 or Activity 63.

ACTIVITY 60
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LESSON 17
Entrepreneurs
and government intervention

TIME REQUIRED:

Two Class Periods

CONCEPTS:

Role of Government
Government Intervention
Cost of Government Regulation
Externalities
Laissez-faire
Minimum Wage

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

Students will:

Give examples of how governme_ rvention can
add to or subtract from the profits of a small business

Identify several examples of government interven-
fain that are intended to protect the public's intererts
but may add to the cost of a small business

State reasons for government intervention

e Given a description of the positive and negative ef-
fects of an entrepreneurial enterprise on the sur-
rounding corrhounity, evaluate the options for gov-
ernment intervention, decide what. action the
government should take, and justify its decision

RATIONALE:

All firms exist within the context of society and its gov-
ernmental system. Business activity certainly can con-
tribute to the goals of society. On the other hand, the
interests of society sometimes can conflict with those of
individual entrepreneur:, and businesses. Govemnent
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is and can be used to encourage certain business activi-
ties and to discourage others. Accordingly, the govern-
mentally imposed or provided incentives or disincen-
tives affect the small business. The individuals running
businesses must recognize that they are not islands unto
themselves. One player that affects the small business
is the government.

MATERIALS:

Activity 64 "Ea( ;.s of government on the entrepre-
neurial enterprise"

Activity 65 "Batesville"

Activity 66 Comprehension quiz, lesson 17

ViICASULARY:
Externalities

Negative
Externalities

Positive
Externalities

costs or benefits associated with
the production or consumption of
a product that "spill over" to
third par (people other than
the direct producers and con-
sumers of the product)

spillover costs associated with
the production or consumption of
a product; negative side effects
that result when the production
or consumption of a good or ser-
vice affects the welfare of people

ho are not directly involved in
the :narket exchange. ,Pollution
is an example of a negative exter-
nality.)

spillover benefits associated with
the producCon or con.:.amption of
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Laissez-faire

Minimum Wage

a product; the positive side ef-
fects that result when the pro-
duction or consumption of a good
or service affects the welfare of
peop:e who are not directly in-
volved in the market exchange.
(Hume improvement work that
improves the appe ranee of the
neighborhood is an example of a
positive externality.)

literally translated as "let them
do," "let (people) do (as they
please)," or "let alore." Laissez-
faire is rooted in a belief that the
market mechanism in a free en-
terprise competitive economy
coordinates production and dis-
tributes income in a self-ad-
justing manner that tends to-
ward full employment without
government intervention

a term that refers to various le-
gal restrictions on the lowest
wage rate payable by employers
to workers

PROCEDURES:
1. Announce this activity several days before you

intend to teach it. Assign each student to ask one
person who is in business to describe one specific
governmental act that affects the business they
run and to vlain their opinion of that act. It can
be some type of regulation by which they must
abide. Or it could be some type of program funded
by the government that helped them. Students
should briefly write down w hat they learn and
bring it to class.

2. Have students list and describe the types of go -
ernmental actions mentioned by the owners of
small businesses. Regulations w ill probably be
more fi equently mentioned than the direct benefits
by government. Many entrepreneurs believe there
is entirely too much governmental regulation.
They think we should have much more laissez-
faire, which means less governmental inter-
vention.

3. Distributt. copies of Activity 64. Fla e students
complete the worksheet inthvidually, in groups,

60

or together as a class. The situations given are
governmental actions that encourage and discour-
age activities by the owner of a small business. It
also asks students to list the effectc of each action

. the small business owner. It is important to
tiring out why government wants small businesses
to flourish. Also, it should be emphasized that ef-
forts by entrepreneurs to earn profits need to be
limited to activities consistent with the general
welfare of society.

4. Optional. Distribute copies of Activity 65. In this
situation, students can explore the pros and cons
of economic growth for a small community. It pro-
vides an analysis of the incentives and disincen-
tives that could be implemented by a local govern-
ment to encourage or discourage a firm to establish
operations in the community.

This case provides a good opportunity to explore
the economic concept of negative externality and
the role of government in dealing with negative
externalities. A negative externality is a cost of
producing a product that is borne by those who are
neither the producers nor the consumers of the
product. In this situation, the air will be more
polluted by the presence of the fertiliier company.
This pollution will probably cause increased costs
for many in the town who do not work at that plant.
In other w ords, they suffer costs because of the
product e en though they are not producers or
consumers of the product. Government policy -an
be used to have more of the total cost of the produc-
tion process borne by the producers and consum-
ers. In this situation, the local government may
require a certain level of air purity emanating from
the stacks of the firm. In order to meet that re-
quirement, the firm will probably need to install
some new equipment to clear the smoke, embers,
ash, and other pollutants before they are emitted.
New equipment means more costs. These in-
creased costs are ultimately paid by the consumers
of the output (fertilizer) through higher prices or
by the producer who has lower profits because of
increased costs. Government, through )egula-
tions, forces the consumers and producers to pay
more of the full costs of producing the item.

EVALUATION:
Have the students complete Activity 66 individually, or
have them wolk in pairs or small groups tu answ er the
questions.
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THE ENTERPRISING
TEACHER

INTRODUCTION
To teacii effectively the sample lessons described in this
Master Curriculum Guide, the teacher must employ
some of the same attributes that he or she would attempt
to instill in the students. In other words, the teacher is
to practice enterprising teaching. To be an enterprising
teacher, one teaches in a manner that demonstrates
the key entrepreneurial skills and attributes so that a
teacher is in a position to lead by example and, in varying
degrees, to serve as an entrepreneurial role model and
mentor for students.

In this section, we will provide a rationale for enter-
prising teaching, describe the enterprising teacher by
outlining the seven roles that the teacher performs, and
conclude with some teaching suggestions for use in the
classroom.

RATIONALE FOR ENTERPRISING TEACHING
Entrepreneurs are not burn from information. One can-
not just place some quantity of print material in the
hands of an individual and expect that to be a motivator
for entrepreneurial initiative. Similarly, one cannot sim-
ply communicate information about entrepreneurship
and expect that to impa:t the spirit of entreprenGurship,
thus prompting the learner to pursue an entrepreneurial
career path. Ertr epreneurship is a dynamic process and
is born of action and initiative as well as knowledge and
awareness.

Therefore, if a teacher wants merely to provide in-
struction about entrepreneurship, then he or she can
prov ide information to students utilizing traditional

,

methods and resources.
However, the goal of the program is to encourage

enterprising initiative and endeavors, so it will be ad-
vantageous, if not actually necessary, to teach in an
enterprising way. Enterprising initiative results from
the accumulation of knowledge, attitudes, and skills that

7 9

both prompt and prepare one to crea:e, launch, and
operate new ventures. Unless students are screened
and selected for such a program based on character and
skill profiles, changes in attitude and behavior will be as
important as increases in knowledge.

Key areas will have to be addressed in terms of stu-
dents' requisite attributes and skills for entrepreneur-
ship, such as improved self-confidence, perseverance,
commitment, goal orientation, desire for accomplish-
ment, creativity, willingness to take initiative, willing-
ness to accept risk, and so on. Thus the classroom will
have to become an environment in which these attri-
butes are emphasized, encouraged, and demonstrated,
and the leadership provided by the teacher will be all-
important.

Students will need to be motivated, inspired, encour-
aged, assisted, and directed. Their willingness to assess
and explore their own entrepreneurial potential will be
more a product of their learning environment than their
accumulated knowledge.

Other people may ssist the teacher in achieving
these outcomes. Guests may be brought into the class
to vary the presentation to students. But the teacher
will be the primary resident role model and be the major
influencing resource. If the teacher can exemplify the
characteristics and skills of entrepreneurship on a regu-
lar basis; then the propensity for students to behave in
an enterprising manner should be significantly en-
hanced.

This is not to say that a teacher who teaches entrepre-
neurship in a nonentrepreneurial way dooms his or her
students to a nonentrepreneurial future. Other mitigat-
ing circumstances may well intervene. But the likelihood
of successdeveloping entrepreneurial characteristics,
attitudes, and skills in students and promoting entrepre-
neurial initiativewill be much greater if the teacher
represents a personification of entrepreneurship in the
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approach taken to tasks, problems, and opportunities.
The adage "He who can, does; he who cannot,

teaches" (George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman)
cannot be licl3 over the heads of educators. Teachers,
as well as imyone, can be enterprising in their approach
to their tasks, problems, and lives. Teaching in an enter-
prising way is not an unfair expectation of one who
is teaching entrepreneurship. Leading by example is
inspirational or.d motivational. Teaching by example w ill

be a requisite for effective teachers in the entrepreneur-
ship education classroom.

THE ENTERPRISING TEACHER
The teacher plays the primary role in the classroom.
The teacher, among other things:

provides instruction

creates the learning environment

motivates

evaluates

se.ves as a role model and possible mentor

Entrepreneurship education, particularly at i..ne pre-
college level, is formative in nature. It aims to promote
the development of characteristics, attitudes, and skills
that are reevant to entrepreneurial initiative. There-
fore, even though many educators may not have busi
ness experience, most are well skilled in procedures to
build and affect attitudes in the classroom.

Entrepreneurs are a product of many things, the least
of hich is probably genetics. Entrepreneurs are a prod-
uct of their envir3nment. home, school, social, and w (irk.
Th more encouragement these env ironments provide
a enterprising behavior, the greater the likelihood that

a young person will develop an interest in, and propen
sity for, entrepreneurship.

It is imporcant to note that entrepreneurship educa-
tion programs have goals other than creating entrepre-
neurs. Entrepreneurship education can develop atti-
tudes and skills, and an overall approach to life and
endeavors that can be important and useful to students
regardless of their chosen career.

Entrepreneurship is more an approach to doing
things than it is the specific underta161g of a particular
kind of endeavor. In that regard, the skills and charac-
teristics of entrepreneurship can be applied as effec-
tively to teaching as they can to any other kind of activ-
ity. If such application is made effectively by the
teacher, this can not only nelp in the development of
enterprising skills and auributes in students, but it can
also provide a clear demonstration of how entrepreneur-
ship can be applied to nonbusiness ventures.
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The teacher provides the leadership in the entrepre-
neurship education classroom and is one of the primaq
architects of the education environment. To provide an
effective program in entrepreneurship will involve much
more than teaching about entrepreneurship. To change
and develop attitudes require more than a knowledge-
based course of instruction. The course content is just
one part of the program. The educator will need to
establish a broad focus for the planning of an entrepre-
neurship education program to make it effective.

Let us examine the various dimensions that are in-
volved in functioning as an enterprising educator in an
entrepreneurship educatien classroom. Below we dis-
cuss the seven roles for the teacher and provide brief
examples of how that role can be performed in an entre-
preneurial manner.

1. The teacher as innovator and achiever. Entre-
preneurs are agents of change. They find new and inno-
vative ways to address needs and wants and to overcome
problems. Therefore, entrepreneurship education
should help to promote and encourage innovation and
to take an innovative approach to tasks and problem
solving.

The teacher must also be an innovator. New tech-
niques should be tried and used. Students should recog-
nize the efforts of the teacher to be innovative, tu pre-
sent material in new ways, to try new things, to take
risks, to take a fresh approach, and to bring the subject
to life in the classroom. The enterprising teacher should
face the challenge of teaching as an entrepreneur and be
prepared to identify opportunities for new approaches,
strategies, and resources. If the teacher is successful in
demonstrating to students how he ur she has set goals
in the course, has developed a plan, and so forth, then
the teacher should also ohare accomplishments with stu-
Cients. Students should see the positiv t feeling associ-
ated with achievement. As much as possible, they should
be allow ed tu share in the sense of accomplishment real-
ized by their classmates, the teacher, and themselves.

EXAMPLE
Bring to class the coloi ed comics section of the
weekend newspaper in sufficient quantity to
provide one to each student in the class. Ask
students to look at this section of the newspaper
and think of opportunities for other uses that
come to mind. Ideas may come from the comic
strips themselves or from ways of using the
colored comics section of the paper once they
have been read. Let Audents think ;bout it
individually and then brainstorm as a group. Be
prepared with your own ideas, such as using the
colored comics section uf the paper as w allpaper.
as "funny" fire starter, as confetti, etc.
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2. The teacher as rc4e modellmentor. There is con-
siderable evidence demonstrating the influence of a role
model and mentor in affecting entrepreneurial behavior.
Entrepreneurship is contagious. Entrepreneurial peo-
ple encourage and motivate those around them.

Therefore, the enterprising educator should aim to
be a role model and, to the extent possible, a mentor
o students. Thachers should try to develop their

entrepreneurial characteristics and skills as much as
possible. They should embody the spirit and attitudes of
an entrepreneur in the classroom to inspire avi motivate
students.

A role model is one who is observed more than con-
sulted. A mentor relationship implies more continuous
contact, dialogue, and assistance. Depending on the
number of students, the structure of the pregram, and
so forth, teachers may be more likely to serve as effec-
tive role mode's than mentors. However, to whatever
extent possible, teache-s should attempt to establish
mentor relationships with students.

EXAMPLE
Identify a change that is taking place in the
school or community. Discuss tais change with
st 'dents and analyze how the change is generat-
ing opportunities. In partnership with students,
identify one or two specific opportunities that
you, as the teacher, might be able to address
with a new idea. On your own, work with these
opportunities and identify a variety of specific
ideas to share with the class. Identify one idea
that seems to have potential. Discuss with stu-
dents how au might move the idea forward. If
possible, act on this and see how far you can
carry it. Discuss with students the resistance or
barriers you encounter along the way.

3. The teacher as a change agent. Entrepreneurs
challenge the status quo. They look at the way things
are and look for ways to bring about improve-nents. A
teacher can do this too. An entrepreneurship educator
can look for ways to bring it pout change in the classroom,
in the school, and in the community. The teachei can
lead by example by becoming an active agent for change
and progress. Some initiatives may involve students
from the program in school- and community-based initia-
tives. In taking on the role as a catalyst for change, not
only will the teacher sharpen entrepreneurial skills, he
or she will more clearly demonstrate the role and nature
of entrepreneurship to students.

EXAMPLE
ti) Identify a problem or opportunity that exists
in the school for teachers ur students. Identif)
and define the opportunity c!early. Establish a
goal for w hat you w ould like to realize and set

about to bring about the change.
(ii) Examine the traditional classroom setup. Ii .

partnership with students, attempt to establish
an innovative classroom design more conducive
tn the spirit.of entrepreneurship.

4. The teacher as motivator. Entrepreneurs are
goal oriented. They set goals and, if successful, achieve
a sense of personal accomplishment. That is the primary
mc. ational force for entrepreneurshipthe quest for
personal accomplishment and achievement.

Many students, hnwever, are not goad oriented. Many
have relatively low self-esteem and self-confidence.
Many have relatively low expectations about their own
abilities. The teacher can challenge such perceptions.
The teacher can abandon his or her own previous percep-
tions of a student's potential and encourage the student
to aspire to more.

Educators can further assist in this area by making
their own goals clear to students. Let students see that
there are goals set, ambitions in place, and hop-, and
drea.--: that help to pull one forward. The educator is in
an oppoi tune position to motivate students, to encour-
age their self-confidence, to elevate their self-esteem,
to encourage their consideration of new options, to set
goals, and to establish hipes and dreams that they can
aim to realize.

EXAMPLE
Ask cach student to identify three entrepre-
neurial opportunities. Have each student write
out his or her opportunities and submit them
in writing. Meet briefly with each student and
discuss the student's suggestions. Acknowledge
the insightful suggestions and encourage the
student to consider investigating one of them
further. If suggestions are not effective, discuss
this with the student and challenge him or her
to come up with other possible opportunities
until a suitable one is found. Reinforce each stu-
dent's efforts by building a list of identified op-
portunities on a wall board with the student's
name beside his or her opportunity. Provide
writing space beside each opportunity for othrs
to write their comments and thoughts. After
two weeks, and after the student has had a
chance to r:....ect on the opportunity and review
comments, have each student revise and refine
his or her opportunity.

Gather the refined opportunities together
and, using a computer and printer, produce a
class newsletter paper called "Opportunities for
Entrepreneurship" in which each student pre-
sents a w rite-up of his or her perceived opportu-

8 1
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nity. Circulate this among the school and the
community.

Specific constructive feedbazk from the
teacher, and seehig one's name in mini, can
contribute a motivating, confidence-building in-
fluence.

5. The teacher as evaluator. Entrepren urs crave
feedback. They are motivated by h quest fr personal
accomplishment so they are always seeking evidence of
progress. Feedback from those who are observing and
judging is vital. But such feedback must be constructive,
insightful and, as much as possible, unscheduled and nal
part of a routine.

But even more than providing evaluation and feed-
back, the enterprising educator will need to employ in-
novative approaches to evaluation. Utilizing tests and
exams to assess knowledge alone is not acceptable. Left-
brain, linear thinking and learning arc important and
will need to be ssessed but right-brai., ilevelopment is
also important.

Creativity, intuition, and so on, wt med to be as-
sessed and acknowledged. Changes in attitudes, charaL
teristics, and skills will have to be weighted at least
as heavily as cognitive development. Therefore, new
assessment instruments will need to be used and devel-
oped. Thchniques such as self- and peer evaluation will
have to be utilized. And credit wiD have to be possible
for "railed" attempts and initiatives that, at the same
time demonstrated the skills and approaches of entre-
preneurship. After all, most entrepreneurs are "wrong"
a few times before they are "right" as they look for new
and innovative ways.

EXAMPLE
Use a varied assortment of evaluation
gies, including:

self-evaluation

peer evaluation

gioup evaluation

evaluation of decision making

evaluation of creative thinking

evaluation of goal achievement

performance appraisal forms

failure analysis nssessment
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personal interviews

attitude surveys

written assignments

oral presentations

projects

venture plan assessments

other

6. The teacher as planner. One of the most impor
tant skills for an entrepreneur is to be ac,le to nlan
effectively. The effective enterprising teacher wilt not
only teach students how to plan effectively, but he or
she will also demonstrate the skills of effective planning.
The classroom, lessons, field trips, and so on, can be
planned in such a wr.y so that students can clearly see
the methods and benefits of effective planning. The en-
trepreneurial teather should involve the stud, 4.s in var-
ious aspects of planning the program.

EXAMPLE
Present a detailed plan for the program to stu-
dents -it the begi---ng of i.he course. Clearly
state the opportunities that y ou hh ;e identified
for the course. Indicate gods, objectives, re-
sources required, assessment points, contin-
gency plans, possible problems, etc Demon-
strate how a well-organized Wan can be
implemented and how it can be designed to fore-
see possible problems.

Share a detailed lesson plan wall s

7. The t eacher and faiture. A dif,tinTilishing feature
of many entrepreneurs is their at,,,.i.ude toward failure.
Most entrepreneurs experience une 01 more failures be-
fore they succeed. But they look upon failures as learn-
ing experiences and stepping stones to Nture success.

Most teachers will also experivce failmes. For in-
stance, a new technique wr,n't work; a new resource
doesn't do its job. The more innovative t" e teacher is in
the classroom, the greater the likelihoba of failure.

The enterprising teacher can take advantage of fail-
ures to demonstrate a positive attitude toward the fail-
ure. Share the failure with students. Analyze what was
wrong raul whz; was right. What could be done differ-
ently? How could information from the failure be used
toward a future success?

The enterprising teacher, drawing on personal expe-
rience, can do a great deal to foster a more ertrepreneur-
ial ^,pproach to failure among students.
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EXAMPLE
Suggest a number of entrepreneurial opportuni-
ties to the class. Watch for responses to identify
one that they think is particularly poor. Tell
students that it is your favorite opportunity.
Make a case for why, then let students tell you
what's wrong with it. Tell them not to be "gen-
tle" and "kind" but to "tell it like it is." Demon-
strate how to accept criticism. Seek out more
detail from students about their criticisms. Push
them to be specific. Demonstrate how informa-
tion can be gained from criticism and from a
"failed" idea. Try to generate a good opportu-
nity from this bad one based on their feedback.

You will note that many of the above suggestions
involve being relatively open with your students. T:.is
is consistent with one of the primary prerequisites for
an entrepreneurship education classroom: there must
be an atmosphere of trust. The relationship between
teacher and student is very important. Teachers must
dev elop an atmosphere of trust in the classroom in which
students trust the teacher anri the teacher trusts the
students. This is one of the chlenges for the entrepre-
neurial teacher but it is vitally important if confidence
is to be established ant.: initiative encouraged.

APPLYING ENTERPRISING TEACHER
CONCEPTS TO A Lrc:SSON PLAN
The sample lessons presented in this Master Curricu-
lum Guide are only general outlines for an enterprising
teacher. They lay out the key components of classroom
presentations and recommend instructional methods.
However, the teacher should not feel bound by these
recommendations but should demonstrate flexibility in
adoKing and adapting the lessons to the students in his
or her classroom.

Let us take Lesson 6 and briefly reflect on some alter-
native,, or supplements to the lesson. One-of the most
important economic concepts is the interdependency of
the economic units within an economy. Circular flow is
a good model to demonstrate this. The teacher may want
to bring a set of dominoes to class and stand them on a
desk so that, once the Jess is present, tapping the first
domino will cease the sequence in which one domino
topples the next, resulting in a chain reaction, or the
domino theory. What t'is demonstrates is that a deci-
sion by one economic entity can have an effect on other
entities in various ways so thiA each decision by a con-
sumer or producer will affect myriad other producers
and consumers.

Another idea to build on the circular flow concept is
that economies are dynamic entities and are always in a
state of change. Let's conjure up an illustration. Ask the
students how many are currently working. Ask those

S3

students who are working whether they are consumers
or producers. We would hope they would respond that
they are both. Then ask one student to share with the
class how he or she earns and spends the money and
how the process of earning and spending acts on other
people, either in creating sales positions or in creating
new manufacturing jobs.

The question is: What is the role of the entrepreneur
in all of this? Ask the students where they think the
entrepreneur fits. A consumer? A producer? What func-
tions might the entrepreneur perform that would create
either new products or new methods of disseminating
products? What the students should be led to realize
through their own discussions is that entrepreneurs are
one of the dynamic factors in the economy and that,
through their invention or innovation, they create new
businesses, produce new products, create new jobs, and
enhance the well-being of both consumers and producers
through the circular flow process.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The teacher can be the architect of an effective learning
environment for entrepreneurship as well as serving as
an effective role model by embodying and demonstrating
entrepreneurial characteristics, attitudes, and skills.
The educator, in developing an effective entrepreneur-
ship education program, will have to keep a number of
things in mind, including:

course content

the learning environment

tile delivery system, including strategies and tech-
niques

methods of evaluation

resource selection

community linkages

The enterprising educator may have t 3 overcome bar-
riers and resistance to new techniques, strategies, activ-
;ties, and so on. His or her perseverance, commitment,
and creativity may be called upon to overcome such
resistance that may flow from those comfortable with
tradition and established practice. The enterprising edu-
cator will need an effective support network extending
throughout the school and into the community. And the
teacher will have to take an enterprising approach in
the classroom.

To conclude these thoughts on the enterprising
teacher, consider the following suggestions for your en-
trepreneurship education program:
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Minimize use of resources or teaching techniques that
focus on right answers; a single right answer should
not be sought or expected.

The entrepreneurship education program should be
highly participatory with a hands-on focus. It should
be activity based.

The entrepreneurship education program should be
goal/achievement oriented.

The entrepreneurship education program should en-
able short-term accomplishments by students.

The entrepreneurship education program should
have a community integration focus.

In an entrepreneurship education program, a variety
of approaches and teaching styles should be utilized.

An entrepreneurship education program should have
elements that surprise the student and present the

,
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unexpected as well as provide opportunities for . n
and excitement.

An entrepreneurship education program should pro-
vide a broad focus for entrepreneurial ventures and
initiatives, not just small busirass start-ups.

An entrepreneurship education program should pro-
vide students with frequent and unanticipated
feedback.

An entrepreneurship education program should en-
tail approaches and actMties that seek to build self-
confidence in the student.

The methods and resources used in an entrepreneur-
ship education program should enable and encourage
group/team activities.

An entrepreneurship education program should focus
on the positive ways to handle and learn from failure.
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ACTIVITY 1 PART A
Entrepreneursthen and now
Benjamin Franklin
1706-1790

Benjamin Franklin w as ohe of 17 children of a poor but
honest candlemaker in Boston. There was not enough
money to allow him to go to school so he became an
apprentice printer to his brother. This was an unhappy
relationship because, like many brothers, they agreed
on Ittle and did not work well together. While a teen-
ager, Fratavlin ran away and eventually went to Eng'and
where he perfected his skills as a printer.

He returned to the UMved States and was recognized
as one of the most skilled printers in the colonies. He
moved to Philadelphia in the late 1720s. He found it was
difficult to become established as a printer in Philadelphia
because there was a large number of other printers al-
ready in business. The only way he could succeed was to
do it better. He started a new newspaper, The Pennsyl-
vania Gazette. What made his paper a sm, ',ess was that it
included many entertaining aad clever sayings, as well as
being written in a light and sometimes comical fashion.

But by far Franklin's most prohtz1:1 ?. enterprise was
Poor Richard's Alwanack, which he pAll,s1Led annually
between 1732 and 1757. What made Poor Richard's Al-
manack unique was that it was "a book for every mem-
ber of the family." It inC ided recipes, poetry, historical
dates, maps, and the tles of the court sessions. For
parents, the almanac was arranged so that they could

use it to teach their children the alphabet and how to
read. The sales of Poor Richard's Almanack ultimately
reached 10,000 copies a yearsecond only to the Bibk
in the colonies.

Franklin was also the first person to believe in news-
pLder advertising. He recognized that the price of news-
papers to the public could be kept down if part of the
cost was picked up by adverusers. But he could not
convince other businesses to advertise in his newspaper.
So he began by advertising an invention of his own, the
Franklin stove. The stove was an ingenious device that

as a superior way of heating cold and drafty colonial
homes. Sales of his stove boomed due to advertising.

Other colonial merchants began to advertise, too. In
addition to being a shrewd businessman, Franklin was
also a great inventor. In fact, only Thomas Edison has
more inv entions to his credit than does Benjamin Frank-
lin. He experimented with electricity. He invented bifo-
cal glasses. He devised a variety of medicines.

Franklin became one of America's greatest 1,tates-
men. He was also a great philanthropist. It was said of
him that his life contained the unique elements that
are identified in the Amel.can business success story:
ambition, creative enterprise, self-education, research
and invention, community service, and philanthropy.

From Iklaster Curriculum, Guide, Ecunumics and E ntrepreneurship, TfAA all kg Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 1 PART B
Entrepreneurs-then and now
Milton Bradley
1836-1911

Milton Bradley Games
When Abraham Lincoln first grew a beard during the
1860 presidential campaign, it almost spelled financial

,r a young Massachusetts lithographer named Mil-
ton Bradley.

The owner of a Springfield print shop, Bradley had
been cashing in un the upcuming electiun by reproducing
a portrait that showed the Republican candidate with
a hairless chin. When Lincoln suddenly rendered the
likeness obsolete, Bradley A as forced to destroy sevei al
hundred thousand prints. This put the lithographer
the razor's edge of bankruptcy, until a friend suggested
that he try inventing a board game, which he could Then

print with his idle press.
Bradley follow ed his friend's advice and came up with

the Checkered Game uf Life, a contest in which players
racked up points by landing on squares with words like
Truth and Hunur, while avoiding ones with Ruin and
Intemperance. Peddling the game personally through-
out New York and New England, Bradley sold 45,000
copies the first year. Shortly thereafter he became the
top game manufacturer in the United States, a multimil
lionaire andundot.1)tedly---one of the biggest fans of
Abe Lincoln's beard.

Source. Fucini, J. & S. Eatrepreneum. 77u. Mot and Wuttica Bchthd Fthnuto 13,-and Ntl Mt AS anti Hutt Thcy Math. It. G. K. Hall & Cu. C 1985.
Reprinted with the permission of G. K. Hall & Co., Boston.

From fa.ster C urriculain Guide, Ecuiwisuc.s and E ntrcpreneurship, Teaching Strategies C. Joint Council un Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 1 e PART C
Entrepreneurs then and now
Maurice McDonald
1902-1971

Richard McDonald
1909

McDonald's Hamburgers
Brothers Maurice and Richard McDonald left their New
Hampshire village of Bedford for Ho lb wood in 1928
with dreams of becoming actors.

It wasn't on theater marquees, how 3ver, but under
the golden arches of a San Bernardino hamburger res-
taurant that the two would later see their name in lights.
After failing to make it as actors, the McDonalds ran
several businesses, including a movie theater, before
opening their hamburger stand in 1948. Unlike similar
restaurants that prepared food to order, the MeDonalds'
stand served precookeo, ready-to-go hamburgers for
15v.

In 1954 their business caught the attention of Ray

Kroc (1902-1984), a former big-band pianist who was
then working as a sales agent for a milkshake mixer
firm. Kroc cGnvinced the brothers to allow him to sell
the McDonalds' name and concept to other resta _rant
operators.

There were some 300 McDonald's franchises by 1961,
when Xroc bought out the brothers (who th: .1 retired)
for $2.7 million.

Although this sum w ould seem small compared to
the company's eventual success, the brothers remained
philosophical. "We didn't know if this was just a fad that
would peter out," Richard McDonald recalled in 1983,
"but I Ir. ve no regrets."

Sour-e. FUCIM, J. & S. Entrepreneum j he Menand Women Behind 1" ammo Brand Names and Holt They Made It. C. K. Hall & Co. C 1985.
Reproted with the permission of C. K. Hall & Co., Boston.

From Master Carrtcuiam, Gude, Ecynenn,cs and E ntrepreit6Arsh,p, Teachiny ztratei Juint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 11 PART D
Entrepreneurs-then and now
Bern (3 ordy, Jr.
1929

Creator of the Motown Sound
There are very few individuals in this country, and prob-
ably around the world, who have not heard of or been
influenced in some way by the Motown sound. The list
of great stars is seemingly endless.

Smokey Robinson, Diana Ross, Marvin Gaye, The
Temptations, Lionel Richie, The Jackson Five, and
Stevie W rider are only a few of these great performers
who during the 1960s and 1970s put a lot of soul into
the music world and the nation. The development and
significance of the music, however, did not come abut
by accident. It was the direct result of the ambitkn and
entrepreneurial ability of one man.

Berry Gordy, Jr., was born the sev anth of eight chil-
dren in Detroit on November 26, 1929. Although he
never finished high school, Berry obtained his high
school equivalency diploma while he served in the Army.
Wnen he left the service, he initially worked with his
fathei , who was a plastering contractor. Berry then took
a job at a Ford Motor Company plant where hc made
about $80 a week. Berry found the work not to his liking.
He started, with a partner, a record ...;ore called the 3-

D Mart, which failei shortly thereafter. However, a
man of Berry's RH ;don, energy, and perseverance was
not to be kept down for very long.

In 1959, Berry Gordy,Jr., borrowed $800 from his fam-
ily and started a small record company. The company was
not an instant success. It was not until 1962 that the com-
pany ,vas in good financial shape. In that year, Motown
had 11 Top Ten Rock and Blues hits and was firmly estab-
lished in the rut ding industry. The number of hits con-
tinued to roll Out of the studio:. and into the record stores
throughout the nation. There have been a number of sig-
nificant results from that initial investment of $800 Iv
Berry Gordy, Jr. The fact that it ;as made him many mil-
lions of dollars over the years is only one. There is also the
tremendous social impact that Motown Records has had
in America. Through music the nation has developed a
greater sense of togetherness as opposed to the discrimi-
nation and conflict of the time when Berry Goidy started
the business. The gains made by many black entertainers
and other professionals w ould not haN e been possible
without the success of Motown.

so
From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teat' ig Strategies LC- Joint Council un Economic Echica-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 1 PART E
Entrepreneursthen and now
Laura Clough Scudder
1881-1959

Although aura Clough Scudder had already achieved

a place in history in 1918 as the first female attvrney in
Ukiah, California, when she died in 1959 she was hailed
as the "Potato Chip Queen of thc West." During her
lifetime, Laura Scudder earned dcgrns in law and nurs-
ing, and built a home-grown potato chip business into a
multi.million-dellar empire tl.at spanned the West Coast.

In the 1920s grocery stores sold potato chips by the
pound from glass display cases. Grocers put the chi,is in
paper bags wezm they were purchased, and by the time
the consumer arrived home, the chips were often stale
and broken. Scudder decided that she could make better
potato chips and invented a way to package them to
keep them fresh. The new method of packaging provided
the adde0 ivantage cf allowing customers to serve
themselves

In 1926, Scudder produced her first batch of kettle-
fried potato chips in the kitchen of her home. She began
with 200 pounds of potatoeswashed, peeled, and sliced
by hand. Later, the business was moved to a brick build-
ing that she vole her husband built next to their home.

As the sales grew, Scudder hired other women to

help. The employees took sheets of waxed paper home
at night and hand-ironed them into bags. The next day

at work, they filled the bags with fresh potato chips and

sealed each bag at the top with more ho ironing.
During the early years of the business, the Scudder

fft lily delivered their bags of potato chips to stores in
thc family automobile. Soon, they found they needed to
purchase a panel truck to deliver the growing number
of bags sold. Originally delivering her Mayflower Potato
Chips in southern California only, Scudder eventually
branched out to include northern CaMornia, where gm
cers sold her chips under the name Blue Bird Pota

'lip Company.
By 1953 Scudder's potato chip operation had out-

grown the origina'. plant and she opened a second manu-
facturing plant in Fresno, California. The business now
employed 1,000 people and accounted for about 50 per-
cent of the potato chip market in Calrornia. Annual

sales climbed to $15 million. In 1957, Scudder sold her
potato chip company to Sign.4 Oil and Gas Company for

nearly $6 million.

Source: Adapted from "From the Ground Up, The Entrepreneurs Behind Household Names," by Frances Huffman. Reprinted with permission

from Entrepreneur Maga:ine, Irvine, CA, September I98S.

From Master Curneulvrn Gude, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Jo;nt Counc,. on I
tion, New Yr NY.
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ACTIVITY 1 PART F
Entrepreneursthen and now
Mary Anne Jackson
1954-

Juggling a career and motherhood, Mary Anne Jackson,
35, found herself devoting Sunday nights to preparing
tasty, nutritious meals that would be easy for a baby-
sitter to serve her young daughter when she was at
work. When she lost herjob, Jackson turned this Sunday
night routine into a business.

Her companyMy Own Meals, Inc.is the first to
mass-market packaged meals for children aged two to
eight. The company produces five different meals with
names such as "My Turkey Meatballs" and "Chicken,
Please " The megls retail for less than $3.00 each.

The meals are pressure-eooked and vacuum-sealed in
plastic pouches using a retort process, which makes
them shelf-stable. The meals can be easily carried in
purse and heated at a friend's house. Because they are
not frozen, they heat up in a few minutes. The retort
packaging also enables Jackson to vie for shelf space
in supermarkets rather than slots in the overcrowded
frozen food section, which are harder to come by.

Since April 1988, the company has been sellingmeals
through a supermarket chain in Illinoisand through the
mail. Company sales totaled $500,000 for the year.

Source: "100 Ideas: Meths for Tots," Venture Magazine, New York, NY. November 1988. Reprinted with permission.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 2
Important traits for the
successful entrepreneur

Rate the traits below in terms of how important you think they are for entrepreneurial success.

A "1" would indicate that you believe the trait is relatively unimportant.

A. "2" would indicate that you believe the trait is somewhat intportant.

A "3" would indicate that you believe the trait is very intportant.

Not
important

Somewhat
important

Very
important

1 2 3 Quality or trait

D 0 0 1. a hie. !evel of energy

0 0 0 2. good physical health

D 0 0 3. a strong need to achieve

0 0 0 4. a willingness to take risks

0 0 0 5. a desire to create

[3 0 0 6. a need to closely associate with others

0 0 0 7. a strong desire for money

0 0 0 3. a willingness to tolerate uncertainty

0 0 0 9. an ability to get along with employees

0 0 0 10. being well organized

0 0 0 11. self-reliance

0 0 0 12. a need for power

0 0 0 .3. patience

Di 0 0 14. competitiveness

0 0 0 15. desire and willingness to take the initiative

0 0 0 16. self-confidence

0 0 0 17. versatility (ability to do many things)

0 0 0 18. perseverance (sticking at something difficult)

0 0 0 19. innovativeness (willingness pnd aoility to do something untried)

0 0 0 20. ability to lead effectively

Source: Adapted from Entrepreneurship by William B. Jennin7s, Canadian Foundation for Economic Education, 1985.



ACTIVITY 3
Ratings of traits
by entrepreneurs

A. Most important for success
perseverance (18)
desire and willingness to take the initiative (15)
competitiveness (14)
self-reliance (11)
a strong need to achieve (3)
self-confidence (16)
good physical health (2)

B. Important for success
a willingness to take risks (4)
a high level of energy (1)
an ability to get along with employees (9)
ve-satility (17)
a desire to create (5)
innovativeness (19)

C. Least important for success
ability to lead effectively (20)
a willingness to tolerate uncertainty (8)
a strong desire for money (7)
patience (13)
being well organized (10)
a need for power (12)
a need to closely associate with others (6)

Source: Based on testing reported in "That Urge to Achieve," by D. C. McClelland in Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital, Prentice-Hall,1975. (The numbers in parentheses correspond with the numerical listing shown for Activity 2.)

From Master Curriculum. Guide, Economics alai Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, 1TY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 4
My entrepreneurial traits

To what degree do you believe you possess entrepreneurial traits?
Indicate your opinion by checking the boxes below.

A "1" would indicate that you feel you possess the trait to a rather low degree.

A "2" would indicate that you feel you possess the trait to a moderate degree.

A "3" would indicate that you feel you possess the trait to a rather high degree.

Low Moderate High
1 2 3 Quality or trait

12 12 0 1. a high level of energy

12 0 0 2. good physical health

El El 0 3. a strong need to achieve

O 0 0 4. a willingness to take risks

D D 0 5. a desire to create

4111
D D

O
0 6. a need to closely associate with others

O 0 7. a strong desire for money

D D 0 8. a willingness to tolerate uncertainty

D D 0 9. an ability to get along with employees

O 0 0 10. being well organized

12 D D 11. self-reliance

O D 0 12. a need for power

El El 0 13. patience

El 0 0 14. competitiveness

O 12 0 15. desire and willingness to take the initiat.ve

O 12 0 16. self-confidence

O 0 0 17. versatility (ability to do many things)

O 12 0 18. perseverance (sticking 6` sometning difficult)

O 12 0 19. innovativeness (willingness and ability to do something untried)

0 0 0 20. ability to lead effectively

Source: Adapted from Entrepreneurship by William B. Jennings, Canadian Foundation for 3conomic Education, 1985.

From Master Currtculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.



Name

ACTIVITY 5
Julie's dream

Read the case study below; then answer the questions that follow.

As a high school and college student, Julie Smithson
hardly ever followed the crowd. Her teachers were al-
ways amazed at her creativity and her willingness to
work hard on any project that she tackled. She had a
high energy level which enabled her to complete many
tasks during a given amount of time.

After college, Julie worked as a buyer for a large
department store in a major city. She purchased mer-
chandise for the toddler's department in the store. After
three years, she decided to return to her hometown.
Her employer hated to see her resign becausr. of the
high-quality work that she did.

After returning home, she worked at various jobs in
the area of sales. One ofJulie's dreams was to own her
own clothing store. She wanted to be her own boss. Her
dad was willing to provide some money to help her get
started. She would still have to get some financing from
the bank. Since the area was growing rapidly, many
new families were moving in. The schools were crowded
with students, kindergarten through high school. Julie
decided that a clothing store catering to high school
and college students could be an exciting and hopefully
profitable venture. A unisex theme would be carried out
through the merchandise offered.

In August, just before everyone went back to school,
she opened a boutique named "The Sharp Look." She
hired one full-time person to work with her. During the
first two months, many people visited the store, which
was probably due to the advertising blitz she ran in the
local paper.

After a year, she found that she did not have enough
money to pay her employee, but her tax forms showed
that she had made a small profit. She also was going to
have trouble meeting the monthly payment on her bank
loan. Also, her hired staff didn't stay with her very long.
They did not like the way she interrupted the luring
their sales presentations. Julie interrupted because she
wanted to make sure the customer was not misled. The
accountant from her accounting service indicated that
Julie should take advantage of some tax benefits offered
by the government; she was reluctant to do so because
she did not understand them. She also noticed that about
half of her stock did not seem to be very popular.

Julie is in a wedicament. Analyze her situation by
answering these questions:

1. What are some indications that Julie took some positive, worthwhile actions during her first year of operation?

(Continued)

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Eh.repreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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.
2. What are some problems that Julie is having in her business?

3. Economists define human capital as the productive ability of people. The productive ability of a firm can be

improved by more education of the people who work there. Human capital can be improved through many

different ways, such as on-the-job training, course work, securing advice from others, reading literature or

talking with others in the same field. Indicate the educational experiences that are necessary for "The Sharp

Look" to operate more effectively.

.

4. Would this additional education be a cost to the firm? If so, how?

102

(Continued)



5. How can one tell if the investment in education is worth the time and money put into it?

6. Julie seemed to have many personal features required of an entrepreneur, such as creativity, intelligence, a
willingness to work hard, a high energy level, and a desire to be her own boss. Is that all that is necessary tobe a successful entrepreneur?

103
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0 ACTIVITY 6
Acklitional courses and training
taken by new business own,ers
prior to starting new businesses

License/Certificate Program

High School Vocational Courses

Occupational Training in Military

Courses General Business Skills

Courses Technical Skills

Empioyer-Sponsored, General Business Skills

Employer-Sponsored, Technical Skills

:

0 10 20 30

Percent of Owners

Source: Data developed and provided by The NFIB Foundation and spnsored by the American Express Travel Related Services Company,
Inc. Reported in Small Business Primer, 0 1988 The NFIB Foundation, P. 15.

104
From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 7
Owner age
when business formed

60 and Older

,

5 10 15

Percent of Owners
20

I-
25

Source: Data developed and provided by The NFIB Foundation and sponsored by the American Express Travel Related Services Company,
Inc. Reported in Small Business Pntner, C 1988 The NFIB Foundation, p. 11.

From Master Curricutu-, Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 8
Formal education of new
business owners
and the adult public

INSTRUCnONS

The pie charts below show the formal eduCation of the adult public and the owners of businesses. Formal education

is the number of educational steps or grades achieved by an individual. Study the pie charts to answer the questions

that follow.

Formal Education of New Business Owners
and the Adult Public

New Owners

Educational Level

E03 Not High School Graduate

a High School Graduate

0 Some College

E2 College Graduate/
Postgraduate

Adult Public

Source: The NFIB Foundation and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1986. Reported in Small Business Primer, C 1988 The NFIB

Foundation, p. 16.

1. Approximately what percent of the new owners are high school graduates?

a. 70%-75% b. 50%-55% c. 35%-40% d 10%-15%

2. Are any of the new business owners individuals who have not graduated from high school? If there are,
approximately what percent?

(Cantinuid)

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teachiny Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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3. Approximately 30 to 35% of the adult public in 1986 did not graduate from high school. Was the percentage of
non-high school graduates starting new businesses higher or lower than 30% to 35%? Why do you think this is
true?

4. Approximately 20% of the public have graduated from college. Is the percentage of college graduates starting
new businesses higher or lower then 20%?

5. Based on a comparison of the pie charts, what is a gener.dization that you can make about the formal education
background of people starting new bnsinesses when compared to the general public?

6. Can you think of reasons why new business owners have more education than the general public,' List the reasons
in the space below.

_

107
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Name

ACTIVITY 9
Tony's ploduction choice

Tony owns a small Italian restaurant where he sells
takeout pizza and spaghetti dinners.

He doesn't have mut-.11 space in his kitchen so there is
a limit to the amount of food he can prepare during each
evening. If he made nothing br.t pizza, he could produce
100 a night. On the other hand, he could produce 300

Time spent per
product

takeout dinners if he cooked only spaghetti. He could
also make different combinations of the two products.
Each additional pizza he makes means he is able to make
three fewer spaghetti dinners, and vice versa.

Study the table Tony has made below and answer
the following questions:

Number of
pizzas

Number of
spaghetti dinners

ail on pizzas 100 pizzas

314 on pizzas
1/4 on spaghetti

75 pizzas

0 dinners

75 dinners

1/2 on pizzas
1/2 on spaghetti

50 pizzas 15( dinners

1/4 on pizzas
3/4 on spaghetti

25 pizzas 22, dinners

all on spaghetti 0 pizzas 300 dinners

1. If Tony wants to make 75 pizzas a night, how many spaghetti dinners will he also be able to make?

2. If Tony decides to reduce nis pizza production to 50 from 75, lin many more spaghetti dinners will he be able

to produce than before9

3. Identify examples of each factor of production that must have been used to produce one of Tony's pizzfts.

Land

Labor

Capital

Entrepreneurship
(Continued)

From Master Cumculunt Guide, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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4. What would Tony's opportunity cost be if he decided to increase his production of pizzas from 75 to 100?

5. How does this situation demonstrate the central economic problem of scarcity?

Now use the data from the table on the front of this sheet to draw a graph of the different production
choices Tony could nwke.

Pizzas

100

75

50

25

Production Choices-Tony Could Make
(Production Possibilities Curve)

0 75 150

Spaghetti Diapers

1 09
18

225 300
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Name

ACTIVITY 10
What would you do
if you won the lottery?

Choose four people (at least one adult) to ask what they would buy if they won $1,000 in a lottery. Write their

answers in the spaces below.
Be prepared to talk in class about their answers and the questions at the bottom of the page.

PERSON NO. I was male 0 female 0

about years old.

This person would buy

PERSON NO. 2 was male 0 female 0

about years old.

This person would buy

PERSON NO. 3 was male 0 female 0

about years old.

This person would buy

PERSON NO. 4 was male 0 female 0

about years old.

This person would buy

Think about the answers above and the questions below.
Be prepared to discuss these questions in class.

1. Why can't people have all the things they want?

2. How do people choose which things they want?

3. Why do different people want different things?

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 11
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 4

PART I

Read the statements below.
Place a "T" in front of each of the statements you think is true and ignore the space below.
Place an, "F" in front of each of the statements you think is false; then write the statement correctly in the space
provided.

1 Scarcity exists because many people do not have enough money.

2 It is necessary to have all four factors of production for production to take place.

3 The four factors of production are land, labor, money, and entrepreneurship.

4. A production poss;bilities curve shows different combinations of two products that can be produced from
a set of resources.

5. If I decide to spend $6 to go to a movie instead of using the money to buy a book, my opportunity cost is
the value of the $6 I spent on the movie.

Part II
Study the graph to the right and answer
the following questions.

6. IfJoe is baking 35 cakes, how many pies can he bake?

7. IfJoe decides to bake 25 pies, how many fewer cakes
will he be abie to produce?

8. What would be Joe's opportunity cost if he decided
to use all his resources to make 30 pies?

50

40

tn
c.3

:.4 30

<
0

20

10

Production Possibility Curve
forJoe's Bakery

1

0 5 10 15 20PIES 25 30

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 12
Basic economic systems

All countrieo have developed economic systems (ways of producing and distributing goods and services). Economic
systems are used to answer the three basic economic questions: What goods and services are to be produced? How

are goods and services to be produced? Por whom are goods and services to be produced? Different types of economic
systems have different mechanisms (methods) for answering these questions.

Type of
economic system What to produce? How to produce? For whom to produce?

MARKET
ECONOMY

Business firms produce
goods and services that
consumers are willing and
able to buy for prices that
will Teld profits for the
fxms.

Seeking to compete
profitably in the market-
place, individual business
owners decide what corn-
binations of productive re-
sources (land, labor, capi-
tal, and entrepreneurship)
they will use in producing
goods and services.

Finished goods and ser-
vices are distributed to in-
dividuals and households
who are willing and able
to buy them.

COMMAND
ECONOMY

A central -3Ianning author-
ity (government agency)
decides what goods and
services to produce.

A central planning author-
ity (government agency)
decides what combinations
of prnductive resources
will be used in producing
goods and services.

A central planning author-
ity (government agency)
decides who receive the
gcids and services that
are produced.

TRADITIONAL
ECONOMY

The goods and services
produced today are the
same as those produced in
previous generations.

The combinations of pro-
ductive resources used in
producing g.,als and ser-
vices are the same as
those by past generations.

Finished goods and ser-
vices are traded locally
for other finished goods
and services.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council un Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 13 c PART A
Scenarios fbr economic
systems comparison

1. A new strain of low-cholesterol corn is developed.

2. The country's landfills are becoming scarce.

3. A baby boom has started.

4. There is an excess supply of steel.

5. A livestock killer bee has invaded the country.

6. The cost of milk has sharply increased.

7. Two neighboring countries are at war.

8. A shortage of nurses has occurred.

9. Denim coats are the ;RAT fad.

10. Medical research proves that citrus fruit causes
high blood pressure

11. Vans cause great damage to highways.

12. Vocational jobs are plentiful.

From Vaster Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Councilon Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 13 PART B
Response page

Situation No. Ell Situation No. E
Type of economic system. Type of economic system.

Response of economic sstem to this situation: Response of economic system to this situation:

Situation No. E Situation No. E
Type of economic system. Type of economic system.

Response of economic system to this situation: Response of economic system to this situation:

From Master Currtculunt Glade, Ecwtonttcs and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategzes C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 14
Contributions of competition

Can lead to lower prices

Can lead to improved quality

Can lead to larger variety of
goods and services

Can lead to better service

Can lead to increased efficiency

Can lead to greater sensitivity to
consumers' needs and wants

Can lead to faster responses to
consumers' needs and wants

Can lead to greater innovation

From Master Curriculum Guu.:, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies Z. Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New 7.ork, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 15
Product competition
in a market economy

PRODUCT:

Price.

Quality-

Variet

Service:

Efficiency:

Sensitivity.

Response-

Innovation.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY. 1.
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ACTIVITY 16 8
Benefits of entrepreneurship
to society

Entmpreneurs generate at least six overall benefits to society:

1. Increased competition

2. Economic growth

3. Increased employment

4. Altered distribution of income

5. Economic efficiency

6. Inveased opportunities for all individuals

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion. New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 17 * PART A
Entrepreneurs turn idle
grain mill into highly automated
flour producer

Entrepreneurs are turning a long-idled grain mill into a
highly automated one that processes flour lur spaghetti
and macaroni products. John C. Miller, president of the
company that owns and runs the operation, said that the
start-up could mean a whole new crop for farmers and
would attract other flour-related business such as pet
food, animal food, and snack food companies.

The original mill was built shortly after WWII to
produce animal feed, but since 1971 has been kept idle.
Earlier this year the mill was renovated and new auto-
mated machinery was installed. Miller notes that the

QUESTIONS

company has enough orders to operate the mill at capac-
ity untii next summer. He said the demand for pasta has
been climbing an average of 5.6 percent a year in the
past eight years and that the average American now
consumes 13 pounds of pasta per year.

The plank, which is run by computer, takes only three
people per shift to operate, but other workers are
needed for maintenance, lab work, and other tasks. The
mill's current work fo-ce of 20 is expected to expand to

by January.

1. What product was being produced by these entrepreneurs9

2. What did they do that was entrepreneurial9

3. List at least three benefits to people in scciety from the entrepreneurial effort

Source. "Entrepreneurs Turn Idle Gram Mill Into Highly Automated Flour Producer," by Thumas W. GerdtI, ThePlain Dealer, December 25,
1987. Reprinted with permission.

From Master Cumculum Gude, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 17 PART B
Entrepreneurship
and employment

A recent report issued by the United States Small Busi-
ness Administration contained the following informa-
tion. Last year new jobs in the American economy to-
taled over 4 million. Almost all of these jobs were
generated by new or growing entrepreneurial busi-
nesses. Older, larger businesses actually reduced their
level of employment by some 1.7 million workers. In-
creasingly, the United States economy has come to rely
upon venture creators who also create jobs for America's
growing work force.

It is not just the number of jobs that entrepreneurs
create that makes them important to the economy. Over

QUESTIONS

1. Who creates most of the new jobs in the economy?

90 percent of American workers first worked in a small
and growing business. These businesses provide the first
employment opportunities in whic:i workers learn the
skills and discipline necessary for success in later life

Behind almost every job there is an entrepreneur.
Even public sector jobs, such as police officers, teachers,
and government workers, must be paid out of the tax
revenues, which the government receives from private
firms and the individuals employed by time firms An
entrepreneurial economy generates the additional tax
dollars needed to support public services Kid public em-
ployment.

2. Most entry level jobs are to be found in what kinds of firms9

3. Why are government jobs dependent upon the efforts of entrepreneurs9

Source: Adapted from a report on small business, U.S. Small Business Administration, 1985.

Prom Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 18
The circular flow of resources,
goods, services, and
money payments*

INSTRUCTIONS

Read the event.. Place the number of each in the appropriate space on the circular flow model.

Event 1

Jill paid her bill at her
local department store.

Event 2

Yvon sold 100 acres of
land to a firm that wants to
build a factory on it.

Alent 3

Terry mceived a divideni
from a corporation in
which he owns stock.

Event 5

Maria received her
paycheck last Friday.

Event 6

Todd took home a new
shirt he chose at a store.

Event

Karen received $200 from
a firm that rents a building
she owns.

Event 10

Shelly can't afford to buy
a car so she leased one
from a dealer.

Event 7

Mrs. Tomson earned
15,000 from th2 beauty

shop she owns.

Event 4

Mrs. Chin purchased
a rose bush from the
nursery.

Event 8

Tom had his car ked
at a local garage.

Event 11

Mr. Martinez received
$500 interest payment for
the corporate bond he
owns.

Event 12

The ABC Co. took
delivery of a new furnace
it needed to make brass
fittings.

r413.- Money Payments (5aies Dollars)
THE PRODUCT MARKET

Finishohoods and Services -4
0

es..101 Productive Services

THE FACTOR MARKET

Money income Payments (Wages, Rents, interest, Profit)

* Source: A Framemrk for Teaching the Basic Concepts, 0 Joint Council on Economic Education, New York, NY, p.
From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 19
What happened
in Uprper Utopia?

Read the case study below; then answer the questions that follow.

For many years the economy of Upper Utopia worked
well. Firms made reasonable profits, workers earned
fair wages, stores had good sales, everyone had a good
standard of living and was quite happy. However, no
one was really rich.

Some workers and some entrepreneurs came to feel
they needed more: more money, ncer houses, longer
vacations, bigger cars, etc. As it turned out, the workers
who wanted higher wages were employed by the busi-
nesses whose owners wanted bigger profits. When the
workers demanded higher wages, the owners raised the

price of their products even more. Soon the firm's sales
fell. The ..wners made no profit and were unable to pay
their workers. The workers were laid off and could not
buy goods or services. Eventually the tirm went out of
business.

These events hurt other workers and businesses in
the economy. The laid-off employees were unable to
buy products manufactured by other firms. The closed
business didn't buy raw materials, tools, or other factor.,
of production. As a result, the entire economy went into
a recession, which hurt everyone.

1. Where do firms earn the revenue that allows them to pay for the factors of production?

2. Where do people earn the money that allows them to buy goods and services?

3. if firms do not earn money, what will happen to their ability to pay for factors of production?

4. If people do not receive income, what will ha pen to their ability to purchase goods and services?

5. Explain why the factor and product markets depend on each other.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIMY 20
My family and me in the
circular flow model

Below is a blank copy of the circular flow model. Label each part in the appropriate space. ihere is a letter at the
start of some of the spaces. The same letters appear on the lines below the chart. For each letter, describe something
you do, or a member of your family does, that fits into the blank on the circular flow model.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

From Master Curriculum Guiae, Economics and Enireprenoinhip, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 21
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 6

PART I

From the list below, choose the phrase that correctly completes the sentence and write the phrase in the appropriate
blank.

factor market
product market

derived
a mortgage payment

profit
circular flow model

1. A represents the flows of money, goods, and services, and other factors of
production through the economy.

2. Food, shelter, and clothing are bought and sold in the

3. Land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship are bough* and sold in the

4
through the factor market.

is a part of the flow of money between the business and households that passes

, 5 is a part of the flow of money between the households and businees that passes
through the product market.

6. Economists call the demand for factors of production demand.

PART II

Read the paragraph below and answer the following questions.
In 1849, when gold was first found at Sutter's Mill, there were very few people living in that part of California. Two
years later thousands of people had moved there. Many people who never even looked for gold had jobs or ran
businesses in the area.

7. Why were stores able to sell so many more goods in that part of California after the gold was found?

8. Why were so many people able to find jobs working in stores there?

9. When the gold ran out, why did many "boom towns" become "ghost towns"?

10. How does this example demonstrate the idea of derived demand?

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 22
Responding to an
entrepreneurial opportunity

Entrepreneurial Opportunity

Definition
A want, problem, or challenge that can
be addressed, solved, and/or satisfied
by an innovative initiativ e

Examples
People are increasingly conscious
of the food they eat and the water
they drink

People are increasingly concerned
about health and fitness

There is a need for widespread
education regarding AIDS

Many people are mystified by
computers

Many people cannot read or write

Australia is very "in"

Entrepreneurial Idea

Definition
A specific innovative way to satisfy a
want, overcome a problem, or meet a challenge

Examples
A health food or fresh food
restaurant

A new form of health club

A new, innovative way to provide
AIDS education

A home education program on
computers

A new type of program to combat
illiteracy

An Australian film festival

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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ACTIVITY 23
Brainstorming technique

1. Don't criticize another person's ideas. Group members will tend to talk less if this happens. This
means fewer ideas will be expressed. Group leaders should discourage such phrases as "That's a
dumb idea."

2. Encourage freewheeling . The wilder the ideas, the better. It is easier to tame down a wild idea than
it is to think up another crie.

3. Try for quantity. The larger the number of ideas, the better the chances of getting good ones.

4. Combine and build on the ideas of others. Group members should state theirown ideas. They should
also suggest how the ideas of others could be turned into better ideas. Sometimes two or three ideas
can be joined to form another idea.

One person started a brainstorming c.:ession by sayinr .

"What new products not now available are needed for the home? Here is your opportunity to dream up all those
gadgets, appliances, etc., that you believe would make life more enjoyable."
These are a few of the ideas generated in the session:

Suction cups on the bottom of egg beaters to prevent skidding in the bowl

Venetian blinds so constructed that the slats in the upper or lower half can be opened or closed
independently of the other half

Switches for doorbells so you can turn them off when children are asleep or when you don't want to
be disturbed

Get together with two or three people to practice brainstorming ...
Start with the statement: "Name as many uses as you can for empty plastic household detergent bottles." How
many did you list in your group? It will be interesting to compare your list with those of other groups in the class.
Even though brainstorming is used most often in groups, you can also use it alone. Follow these rules for individual
brainstorming:

1. Don't judge your own ideas until you have finished the list. Never erase or scratch out an idea.

2. Do some freewheeling. Don't be afraid to write down some farfetched ideas.

3. Try for quantity. Remember, by writing down many ideas you increase your chances of getting good
ideas.

4. C =bine and improve. Write dr wn all ideas that come to mind. Then add to the list by combining
&id improving ideas.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Econonzics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 24
Invention, innovation,
and entiepreneurship

1. Answer the following questions:

a. What is the difference between an inventor and an entrepreneur?

b. Can an inventor and an entrcpreneur be the same person? Explain your answer.

c. Are the same skills needed for the two roles?

(Continued)

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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2. In the space provided, list two examples of an entrepreneurial opportunity and provide at
least one entrepreneurial idea for each.

a. Entrepreneurial opportunity

Entrepreneurial idea(s)

b. Entrepreneurial opportunity

Entrepreneurial idea(s)

12 7
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ACTIV1T Y 25

e

6

Ripple effects in the
marketplace: microcomputers

INNOVATIONS GENERATE NEW INDUSTRIES AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES.

An innovation not only affects those making and selling the innovation, but also encourages the development and
sales of related goods and services. Innovation can also affect some industries and companies in a negative way
meaning that they suffer because of the acceptance of the innovation.

The diagram below illustrates these points

Teaching of
microcomputer

repair technicians

Microchip
manufacturers

Furniture for
microcomputers

Innovation:
Acceptance of the

Microcomputer
POSITIVELY

affects

Video game
manufacturers

Developers of
software packages

Training of
microcomputer

operators

Typewriter
manufacturers

Manufacturers
of correction tapes,

fluids, and erasers

Carbon paper
manufacturersInnovation:

Acceptance of the
Microcomputer
NEGATIVELY

affects
Manufacturers Manufacturers of

of books adding machines

From Master Curriculum, Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 26
Ripple effects in the
marketplace: airplanes

INSTRUCTIONS

Fill in the outer segments of the diagrams below with the names of producers of goods and services who were
positively and negatively affected by the introduction of the airplane.

AllPfr Innovation:
Acceptance of

Airplanes

1114111111P'

POSITIVELY
affects

W
4dAcceptance of

Airplanes
NEGATIVELY

affects

111111F
From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C) Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 27
Ripple effects in the
marketplace: vacuum cleaners

INSTRUCTIONS

Fill in the outer segments of the diagrams below with the names of producers of goods and services who were
positively and negati4ely affected by the introduction of the vacuum cleaner.

AilliWnnovation:
Acceptance of

Vacuum Cleaners

11141111

POSITIVELY
affects

Innovation:
Acceptance of

Vacuum Cleaners
NEGATIVEL Y

affects

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Stmtegies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 28
Ripple effects in the
marketplace: pernianent-press
fabrics

INSTRUCTIONS

Fill in the cater segments of the diagrams below wit the names of producers of goods and services who were
positively and negatively affected by the introduction of permanent-press fabrics.

Innovation:
Acceptance of

Permanent-press fabrics
POSITIVELY

affects

Innovation:
Acceptance of

Perrnanent-press fabdcs

d
affects

iu
From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 29
Ripple effects of an innovation

INSTRUCTIONS

Write the name of an innovation in the blank space provided in the inner segment. Fill in the outer segments of the
diagrams below with the names of producers of goods and services who were positively and negatively affected by
the introduction of the innovation.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaclung Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.



Name

ACTIVITY 30
Coimprehension quiz,
lesson 8

THE LEAN, MEAN FLYING MACHINE

Let's suppose the activitie of an entrepreneur result in the invention and successful marketing of a compact,
inexpensive airplane that takes off without an extensive runway or airfield.
What businesses might be positively affected by this innovation?
Also suppose that this new airplane is as easy to operate as an automobile. What business/industries might be
negatively affected by this innovation?

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

New businesses/industries% that might be positively affected:

Businesses/industries that might be negatively affected:

From Master Curnculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council .,.. Lconomic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 31
The demand for "Kookies"

PART A

Suppose a bakery close to your school has decided to produce and market large (6 inches in diameter) chocolate chip
cookies which they have given the trade name "Kookies." The owners of the firm have ne decided what price to
charge. They want to know how many they could sell at various prices.

To help them find ont the information they want to know, complete the table below.

At this price

$ .20 each

.40 each

.C9 each

.80 each

1.00 each

I would probably buy
this many

"Kookies" per week_

PART B

Construct a graph to show the total number of "Kookies" students in your class are willing to buy at each price.

Price

$1.co

.80

.60

.40

.20

Demand Curve for "Kookies" in Our Class

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Ou a ntity

From Master Curriculum, Guide, Econumics and Entrc reneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on L.unomic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 32
What is happen*
to the demand for canned tuna?

FART I

Mary runs the only grocery store in a 12-block area of a large city. Many of her customers are elderly and don't
have much income. Mary sells lots of canned tuna fish. It isn't too expensive, and it is a good source of protein.
Mary charges 79 cents a can all the time, but she ha noticed that her sales have changed from time to time.

Explain why the demand for tuna fish changed in each of the following situations.

1. When hamburger went up 20 cents a pound, Mary sold about 50 more cans of tuna fish each day. This probably
happened because

2. Mary sells about 100 more cans of tuna fish a day at the start of a month than at the end of a month.This Dbably
happens because

3. For a few weeks after there was an article in the newspaper about how healthful tuna fish is, Mary's sales
increased 30 cans a day. This probably happened because

4. There was a truck drivers' strike and food deliveries were interrupted. Mary sold 100 cans more a day. This
probably happened because

(Continued)

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies t Juint Council on Economic Educe-
. tion, New York, NY.
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PART 11

The graphs below represent the demand curve for Mary's canned tuna fish nn a regular day.

Draw a new line to show what would happen to the demand curve in each of the skaations described on the previous

page. Would it shift to the left or right?
In the blank space provided, write the determinant of demand for each situation.

'1.

a)0
.r.:
a.

Quantity

Determinant

Quantity

Determinant

2.

a)0
.r.:
a_

Quantity

Determinant

4.

Quantity

Determinant



Name

ACTIVITY 33
Factors affecting demand

Cut out advertisements from r wspapen or magazines for two totally unrelated products.
Consider the advertisements and then answer each of the following questions.

Be sure to attach the advertisements to your assignment when you hand it in.

1. To which of the four determinants of demand (income, tastes and preferences, the price of substitutes, or
expectations of future changes) is each advertisement trying to appeal? Explain how you know this.

Advertisement No. 1 appeals to I know this because

Advertisement No. 2 appeals to I know this because

2. What would you estimate the price of each product is now?

Product No. 1 $ Product No. 2 $

3. Restate the law of demand in your own words.

4. If the price of each of these products went up 5%, which one dr you believe would suffer the greater loss in sales?
Explain why.

I believe product No would have the greater percentage loss in sales because

5. Describ Ay firms that sell the product you identified in question No. 4 might by to reduce their sales loss.

From Mastor Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 34
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 9

PART 1

Answer the following by placing the letter of the correct definition in the blank in front of each term.

Term Definition

1. demand

____ 2. determinant of demand

3. demand curve

____ 4. sut- titutes

5. expectations

6. law of demand

PART 11

A. products that may not be exactly the
same but which may be put to the same use

B. a graphic representation of the number of
items that will be demanded at various
prices

C. the willingness and ability to buy something

D. a belief in future changes That affects one's
willingness to buy products now

E. people will buy more units of a good at a
lower price than at a higher price

F. anything, other than price, that affects
customers' willingness to buy a product

Study the graph to the right and answer the following questions.

7. How many pairs of socks would be sold at a price of $4?

pairs

Price

$5
Demand for Wool Socks

$4

8. If there were a cold spell, would the demand curve 0
for socks move to the left or to the right? 53

It would move to the
$2

Explain how the law of demand is demonstrated by
the graph. SI

2 4 6 8 10

Ouanfity

From Master Cumculum Gude, Ecanonucs and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 35
The supply of "Kookies"

Suppose you own a small bakery near the local high
school. In recent months you noticed that your employ-
ees have little to do in mid-afternoon before the evening
rush. You wonder if baking large cookies (which you
would call "Kookies") to sell to students on their way
home from school might be a good way to keep your
employees busy and to earn more profit.

You have studied how your workers use their time
and believe they could bake 100 cookies a day without
having to cut back on any other products they make.
To produce more than 100 cookies, they would have to
reduce the production of other baked goods because your

At this price

$ .20 each

.40 each

.60 each

.80 each

1.00 each

1. Why wouldn't you supply any cookies at 20 cents each?

firm has only so many ovens and workers.
Another possibility would I:2 co pay some workers

overtime to stay late to bake cookies.
You conclud- that if your sales of cookies grow over

100 a day, you will have to charge progressively higher
prices to make up for your increasing costs of pro-
duction.

The table below shows how many cookies you would
be willing to offer for sale at variour prices.

Study this information and answer the questions
below.

I would supply
this many

"Kookies" per week

none

500

700

900

1,100

2. Why do you require a higher price to prodvo.: more than 100 cookies a day (500 a week)?

(Continued)

Frum Master C iirricaltim Guidt., Ecwwinics and E ntrepreneurslup, Teaching Strategies C., Joint Council on Economic Educa-
tion, New York, NY.
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3. Plot the information from the preceding table on the graph below.

Price

$1.00

.80

.60

.40

.20

Supply Curve for "Kookies"

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Quantity

700 800 900 1,000 1,100

4. Explain how the graph of a supply curve demonstrates the law of supply.

140
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Name

ACTIVITY 36
Arnold's fossil farm

Several years ago Arnold inherited over 1,000 acres of
lard in Wyoming from his uncle. When he went to look
at it, he found it was on the side of a mountain about 50
miles from any town. The soil was loo9e, rocky, and
nothing grew on it except a few weeds. When Arnold
climbed up the mountain, he kept slipping and getting
dirty. He was really depressed. He didn't think the land
was worth anything. While he was climbing, he picked
up an interesting looking rock and took it home with
him. Later he put the rock on a shelf and didn't think
any more about it for many months.

The next winter Aenold invited a friend who was a
geologist to visit him. The friend happena; to notice
Arnold's rock and became very excited. He identified it
as a fossil of a brachiopod from the Cambrian period. He
said it was one of the best specimens he had ever seen
and was certainly worth $10 to $20. Arnold thought
there might be some value in the land after all.

The following summer Arnold went back to Wyoming
and climbed all over his property. He found ten fossils
the first day he was there just by looking around the
bottom of his land. On the following days he went farther

up the hill and found more specimens. Arnold discovered
that he could expect to find about five fossils per acre,
but the farther up the mountain he went, the more
trouble they were to find. Arnold gathered about a hun-
dred specimens and sold them to a scientific supply firm
for $10 each. The money paid for the cost of his trip
($500) and left him several hundred dollars. Arnold
thought this was the end of his business because he
assumed he had found most of the fossils he could with-
out actually digging up his land.

A year later Arnold passed by his land and stopped
to look. To his surprise he found that erosion had uncov-
ered more fossils. He realized he would be able to "har-
vest" fossils from his property every year. He could
really run it like a business.

This year Arnold took time off from his job where he
earns $26 an hour and spent five weeks in June and July
on his property. He careCully timed himself as he looked
for specimens.

He organized the info.mation he gathered on the
table below.

FossHs found

first 100

next 100

next 100

next 100

next 100

Total found = 500

Time spent

20 hours

30 I.,ore hours

40 more hours

50 more hours

60 more hours

Total hours = 200

(Continued)

From Master C urriculum Guide, Ecanumics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Coon& on Economic Educa-
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After collecting 500 specimens, Arnold went home to his regular job. He sold them for $5,000. Arnold's trip cost

$750 ($500 transportation and $50 a week for the five weeks), plus his lost salary from his regular job ($20 x 40

cliours x 5 weeks = $4,000).
He wants to figure out how much time he should take off next year to look for fossils.

1. Why did it take Arnold longer and longer to find more fossils?

2. How does this situation demonstrate the principle of increasing costs of production?

3. What would you recommend for Arnold? Explain why.

4. If the scientific supply firm was willing to pay Arnold $15 each, how would it affect the number of specimens he

would supply?

5. How does this situation demonstrate the law of supply?

142
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Name

ACTIVITY 37
What is happening
to the supply of goods?

PART I

Mary runs the only grocery store in a 12-block area ofa large city. Many of her customers don't have much income,
so she finds it difficult to raise her prices without losing sales. She has found over the years that her willingness to
supply various items has changed.

Explain why Mary's supply changed in each of the following situations.

1. When the cost of electricity went up, she took out one of her tv o freezers and offered fewer frozen foods for
sale.

2. When Mary found she could sell candy to elementary school children who were going to school, she restocked 0
half her cosmetics shelves with candy.

3. When Mary found she could rent the store next door for only $650 a month, she increased the size of her store
and her selection of products oy one half.

4. When Mary heard that a big grocery store was going to move in down the block, she stopped renting the store
next door and cut her selection back to what it had been in the past.

(Continued)
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PART 11

0 Each graph below represents the supply curve for one or more of Mary's products.

Draw a new line to show what happened to the supply curve in each of the cases on the preceding page.

1.

3.

to

Supply of frozen foods

Supply of all goods

144
53

2. Supply of candy
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Name

ACTIVITY 38
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 10

PART I

From the list below, select the phrase that correctly completes each sentence and write the phrases in the appropriate
blanks.

supply increasing cost of production supply curve left
right additional revenue law of supply additional cost

1. The states that firms will offer more products for sale at higher prices than at
lower prices.

2. Firms will supply more products as long as the of making another item does not

exceed the generated by the sale of that item.

3. Firms are Gften unwilling to supply additional products unless they are able to charge higher prices

because of

4. The number oi" items a firm is willing to offer for sale at various prices is called

5. A graphic representation of the number of items that will be offered for sale at various prices

is called a

6. Any event that increases the cost of production will cause the supply curve for that product to

shift to the

(Continued)
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PART II

Base your answers to the following on the graph to the right.

7. How many pairs of socks would be supplied at a
price of $4?

pairs

8. If there was a sickness that killed many sheep,
would the supply curve for wool socks shift to, the
left or to the right?

It would move to the

9. Explain how the law of supply is demonstrated by the graph.

Nco
$5

$4

$3

$2

$1

Supply of Wool Socks

4 6
Quantity

10

514 6
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ACTIVITY 39
DemaTzd for apples
and equilibrium

Assume you want to buy apples for your apple pie bakery.
The other student you are working with wants to sell
*hem. The number of apples you are willing to buy and the
number he/she is willing to sell depend on the price.

Below you will find a table that lists possible prices
for apples in the first column. The next column states
the number of apples you would be willing to buy at each

Price

of these prices. The third column is blank. You must fill
in this column by asking the other student how many
he/she will sell at each price. The final columns ask you
whether there wculd be a surplus or a shortage at each
price and how large that surplus or shortage would be.

When you finish the table, answer the questions
below.

Demand and Supply for Apples

Quantity
demanded

Quantity
supplied

Surplus
or shortage Amount

810 a bushel

8 a bushel

6 a bushel

4 a bushel

2 a bushel

20 bushels

30 bushels

40 bushels

50 bushels

60 bushels

1. At what price will the number of bushels of apples supplied and demanded be the same?

2. How many bushels of apples will be supplied and demanded at this price?

bushels

3. Would there be a surplus or a shortage at any higher price?

There would be a

0

(Continued) 0
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*
4. Would there be a surplus or a shortne at any lower price?

There would be a

5. Explain why a surplus would tend to force the price down.

6. Explain why a shortage would tend to force the price up.

7. Draw demand and supply curves for apples on the aph below using the data on the table yw.i completed on the

previous page.

Price $10

8

6

4

2

Demand and Supply for Apples.. ,AMINIMII=11ICMII

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Quantity

57
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Name

ACTIVITY 40
Supply of apples
and equilibrium

Assume you want to sell apples you will grow and harvest.
The other student yGu are working with wants to buy
them. The number of apples he or she is willing to buy and
the number you are willing to sell depend on the price.

Below you will find a tatle that lists possible prices
for applez in the first column. The next column states
the number of apples you would be willing to sell at each

of these prices. The third column is blank. You must fill
in this column by asking the other student how many he
or she will buy at each price. The final columns ask you
whether there woald be a surplus or a shortage at each
price and how large that surplus or shortage would be.

When you finish the table, answer the questions
below.

Demand and Supply for Apples

Price
Quantity
supplied

Quattity
demanded

Surplus
or shortage Amount

$10 a bushel

8 a bushel

6 a bushel

4 a bushel

2 a bushel

60 bushels

50 bushels

90 bushels

30 bushels

20 bushels

1. At what price will the number of bushels of apples supplied and demanded be the same?

2. How many bushels of apples will be supplied and demanded at this price?

bushels

3. Would there be a surplus or a shwtage at any higher price?

There would be a (Continued) fib
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4. Would there be a surplus or a shortage at any lower price?

There would be a

5. Explain why a surplus would tend to force the price down.

6. Expla: why a shortage would tend to force the price up. am..

7. Draw demand and supply curves for apples on the graph below using the data on the table you completed nn the

previous page.

Price $10

8
,

6

Demand and Supply for Apples

_

--=1. , I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 SS 60

Quantity

150
59



Name

ACTIVITY 41
The demand and supply
for "Kookies"

A bakery has decided to sell large chocolate chip cookies gathered in your own class if you did Lesson No. 8.) The
it calls "Kookies" to local students. number of cookies the bakery would be willing to supply

A survey was taken among students who attend a at different prices is listed in the table.
nearby school. The results are provided on the table Study this information and answer the following
below. (Your teacher may ask you to use the data you questions.

At this price

The quantity demande The quantity
would be (use the blank supplied
for your class's values) would be

$ .20 each 1,100

.40 each 900

.60 each 700

.80 each 500

1.00 each 300

1. At a price of 80 cents, how many "Kookies" would be demanded?

2. At a price of 80 cents, how many "Kookies" would be supplied?

3. Would there be a surplus or a shortage of "Kookies" at a price of 80 cents?

There would be a of "Kookies."

4. How large would the surplus or shortage be?

5. Would the price tend to go up or go down from 80 cents?

6. What is the equilibrium price in this example?

none

500

700

900

1,100

(Continued)
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7. What quantity of "Kookies" will be sold at the equilibrium Trice?

8. Use the data from the table to draw a graph of the demand and supply of "Kookies."

Price Demand and Supply of "Kookies"

$1.00

.80

.40

.20

,=,

0 100 200 300 400 503 600

Quantity

152

700 800 900 1,000 1,100



Name

ACTIVITY 42
Demand awl supply table

Fiil in the grid below by writing the correct term in each box:

"Move left""Move right"or "Stay the same" for demand and supply.
"Increase""Stay the same"or "Decrease" for the equilibrium price.

Event The demand curve
would

The supply curve
would

The equilibrium
price would

The weekly allowance of
students who buy "Kookies"
goes up by $5

One of the cooks in the
bakery quits and the others
have more work to do

Another store that sold
snacks to students in the
area goes out of business

The cost of gas to heat the
bakery's ovens goes down
50%

The head cook in the
school cafeteria gets sick
and is replaced by a cook
who makes awful food

There is a 25% increase in
the cost of fio:ir

,
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Name

ACTIVITY 43
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 11

PART 1
1. At a price above the equilibrium price, there will be:

a. a shortage of the product
b. a surplus of the product
c. as many products demanded as supplied

2. At the market equilibrium price, we:
a. know the firm is earning a profit
b. know the firm is making a loss
c. don't know if the firm is earning a profit

or making a loss

3. If there is a shortage of a product, then its current
price is:
a. above the equilibrium price

PART 11

b. below the equilibrium price
c. equal to the equilibrium price

4. If many more people want to buy a product, itS de-
mahd curve will move to the right and its equilibrium
price will:
a. go up
b. stay the same
c. go down

5. If the cost of making a product increases, its supply
curve will move to the left and its equilibrium price
will:
a. go up
b. stay the same
c. go doivn

Base your answers to the folio:Aug on the graph to the right.

6. What is the equilibrium price for wool socks?

7. How many pairs of socks will be bought and sold at
the equilibrium price?

pairs of socks

8. At a price of $4, would there be a surplus or a short-
age of wool socks?

There would be a

9. How large would this surplus or shortage be?_ pairs of socks

Price
$5

$4

$3

62

$1

Demand end Supply
for Wool Socks

2 4 6
Quantity

10
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Name

ACTIVITY 44
How big is the prcjt
slice of pie?

INSTRUCTIONS

Assume that you are the owner of a successful retail store, and the circle (pie) below represents the totalrevenue
for one year.

Out of the revenue earned, you must pay for the merchandise you sold. You must also pay operating expenses. Of
course, you also expect to make a profit.

Divide the circle (pie) to show what portion of the total revenue you think will be profit, what portion will be used
to pay for merchandise, and what portion will be needed for operating expenses.

a. To begin, mark off and label a slice of pie to represent the amount of profit you would
expect to en-n.

b. Then mark off and label a slice to represent payment for the merchandise sold.

c. The slice ieft represents ie amount set aside for operating expenses. Do you think
you have set aside enough for all the expenses associated with operating a business?

d. Make any adjustme: ts in the three portions of the pie that you think are necessary.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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ACTIVITY 45
How is the pie divided?

OPERATING COST OF

EXPENSES MERCHANDISE

37% 60%

From Master Curriculum Guide, Econonzic; and Entreprenmrship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 46
Fixed and variable costs

Sharon has wanted to own her own pottery shop for a
long time. Last year she inherited $30,000 from her
unie. She used the money to go into business. She
wcrked 50 hours every week making pots and running
the store.

At the end of the year, she figured out her profit and
was very disappointed. She wrote down all the informa-
tion she gathered on a sheet of paper and tried to decide
what she could do to improve her earnings.

Study the data and answer the questions below.

Total revenue (5,000 pots x $10 each) $50,000

Jnvestment in equipment 15,000

Investment in remodeling rented store 5,000

Cost of clay and other materials used 1),000

Cost of electricity and utilities 3,200

Wages and benefits for one part-time helper 6,400

Rent 4,800

Insurance 1,200

Advertising 1,800

Bookkeeping service 3,600

Other costs 2,000

Total Expenditures 52,000

1. Identify Sharon's costs as fixed, r ariable, or nxed by IA riting the correct %Nord in the blank after each cost line.

2. How do you think Sharon should account for the value of her own time and labor?

(Continued)
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.3. How much do you think Sharon could have earned if she had deposited her $30,000 in a bank?

4. Sharon looked at what she spent and what she took in and figured she had lost $2,000. Why was she wrong?

5. If Shan. n doesn't think her business is going to get any better, should she stay in business? Explain why, or why

not.
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Name

ACTIVITY 47
Profit pojection form

PART I
Suppose your club wants to earn money by selling quar-
ter-pound hamburgers at local basketball games.

You believe you could sell 3,000 hamburgers during
the 12-game season at a price of $1.50 each. You must
rent a booth at the gymnasium for $50 per night. Labor

PART H

will be supplied free by memt.ers of the club. You need
to predict your costs and profits. Complete the form
below.

Check the prices at your local grocery stores for the
food items included on the list.

Rent for a booth for 12 nights

Cost of ground beef for 3,000 hamburgers

Cost of 3,000 hamburger buns

Ketchup (one 32 oz. bottle per 50 hamburgers)

Mustard (one 16 oz. bottle per 100 hamburgers)

Pickles (one 32 oz. bottle per 50 hamburgers)

Onions (one pound per 50 hamburgers)

Paper napkins (one per hamburger)

Total cost of producing 3,000 hamburgers

Tutal revenue for selling 3,000 hamburgers

Profit or loss

Based on your projections for profit (or loss), would you recommend that your club sell hamburgers to earn money
or would you recommend that they undertake some other activity? Why or why not?

From Master Curriculum Gude, Ecwwmics and E ntrepreneurshtp, Teachtng Strategtes C. Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 48
Deciding on a club enterprise

1. Suppose your club wants to earn money by selling quarter-pound hamburgers at local basketball games.
You believe you could sell 3,000 hamburgers during the 12-game season at a price of $1.50 each. You must rent
a booth at the gymnasium for $50 per night. Labor will be supplied free by members of the dub. You need to
predict your costs an': profits. Complete the form below.

Check the prices at ymr local grocery stores for the food items included on the list.

Rent for a booth for 12 nights ( )

Cost of beef for 3,000 hamburgers ( )ground

Cost of 3,000 hamburger buns ( )

Ketchup (one 32 oz. bottle per 50 hamburgers) ( )

Mustard (one 16 oz. bottle per 100 hamburgers) ( )

Pickles (one 32 oz. bottle per 50 hamburgers) ( )

Onions (one per 50 hamburgers) ( )pound

Paper napkins (one per hamburger) ( )

Total cost of producing 3,000 hamburgers

Total revenue for selling 3,000 hamburgers

Profit or loss

2. Identify each of the costs above as fixed or variable by placing the letter "F" or "V" in the parentheses at the
end of each cost line.

3. If you had to pay workers a total salary of $100 a night instead of having volunteers from your club, what would
happen to your profits? Should you continue to sell hamburgers in this.case? Explain your answar.

Frum Master C urriculum Gwde, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategics C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 49
Cornmhension quiz,
lesson 12

PART I
Complete the following by circling the letter of the best
answer.

1. The correct formula for finding a firm's profit is:
ti. profit = total revenue total cost
b. profit = (price x number sold) cost per item
c. profit = (cost per item price) x number sold

2. Many entrepreneurs overestimate their profits be-
cause they:
a. don't keep records of their sales
b. don't consider the value of their time
c. don't try to control their labor costs

PART II

3. Resources tend to flow to firms that are efficient and
profitable because:
a. they have a greater need for those resources
b. they use those resources more quickly
c. they can afford to pay for those resources

4. If the owners of a firm have no expectation of ever
earning a profit, they should:
a. go out of business and put their money

in a bank
b. try to merge their business with

another larger firm
c. lower their prices so they can sell

more items

Jne makes deliveries in the evening and on Saturdays for a local drug store. By carrying the items, he earned $80
each week. He saved his money until he had $4,000. Joe decided to buy a used car with his money. By driving the
car, he is able to deliver more items and now earns $120 a week. Joe believes the car was a wise investment. Write
a brief essay that explains why Joe probably is wrong.

From Master Curriculum G lade, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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ACTIVITY 50
Types of business organizations

Sole proprietorship
A form of business organization that is owned
and managed by one individual who assumes

all risk of loss and receives all profits.

0 Partnership
A form of business organization that is owned
by two or more individuals who assume all risk

of loss and receive all profit.

Corporation
A form of business organization that is created

by law, functions as a separate legal entity,
and is owned by two or more individuals called
stockholders. Stockholders are at risk only for

the amount of their financial investment.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economic:, and Entrepreneurship, Teachzng Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Forms of ownership
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ACTIVITY 51
Advantages awl disadvantages
of types
of cwwrship

Advantage& Disadvantages

Sole proprietorship 1. Low start-up costs
2. Greatest freedom
3. All profits to owner
4. Owner in direct control

1. Unlimited liability
2. Lack of continuity
3. Difficulty in msing capital

Partnership 1. Easy to form
2. Low start-up costs
3. Divided authority

1. Unlimited liability
2. Lack of continuity
3. Divided authority
4. Difficulty in finding suitable partner

Corporation

Franchise

1. Limited liability
2. Specialized management
3. Ease of raising capital

1. Close regulation
2. Most expensive to organize
3. Extmive record-keeping

1. Smaller than usual capital investment
2. Prior public acceptance of product
3. Better than average profit margins
4. Management assistance

1. Possible high franchisor fee
2. Some loss of independence
3. Possible difficulties di cancelling contract

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and E ntrepreaeurship, Tesiching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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ACTIVITY 52
Entrepreneurship
iterview guide

1. Name of ent. eneur

2. Name of entrepreneur's business

3. Type of business organization

4. List products of business (goods and/or services)

5. Number of employees

6. List benefits of business to society

7. Chart growth of business since its inception

8. Challenges in operating the business

From Master Curracalunt Guide, Ecununucs and Entreprencarohip, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 53
What's the rate of interest?

INSTRUCTIOMS
Please visit a local bank to determine the interest rate that they provide savers and charge borrGwers on various
types of accounts. For each option below, give a short description of the savings plan or loan in addidon to the rate.

Savings Plans

I. Savings account

Rate

Description

II. Money market account

Rate

Description

III. Certificate of deposit

Rate

Description

IV. Other

RF`e

Description

(Continued)
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Types of Loans

75

I. Personal loan

Rate

Description

H. Commercial loan

Rate

Description

III. Car loan

Rate

Description

IV. Mortgage loan

Rate

Description

V. Other

Rate

Description

166



Name

ACTIVITY 54
Interest rates
and expected returns

INSTRUCTIONS

Write the current prime interest rate in the appropriate space in the fourth paragraph.

Calculate the total interest rate and write this number in the appropriate space in the four.h paragraph.

Ted and Mary opened a florist shop about two years ago.
Their business has been quite successful, and they are
thinking about expanding. They would like to move out
of their rented store into a larger building e their own.
They need a delivery truck and a new cooler so they can
keep more flov:ers for their growing sales.

Finally, they would like to replace their old mechani-
cal cash register with a new electronic one that would
help keep inventory, tax records, and other :-^counting
data for the business.

Ted and Mary have assets worth $140,000, which they
could borrow against (their home and a rental property),

and $20,000 in cash. Their firm earned $40,000 after
taxes on total sales of $320,000 in the past year, most of
which they used to support themselves.

They went to several banks that all told them the
same thing. They could borrow up to $150,000 at the
prime irtvrest rate (currently _____ %) nlus an addi-
tr aal 2% for a total interest rate of _____ %

Mary has studied each possible investment and has es-
timated the return they could be expected to generate.

She has listed her findings on the table below.
Study the data provided in the table below and

answer the questions that follow.

Investiaent Cost
Expected

return

New building $110,000 15%
Delivery truck 16,000 17%
New cooler 8,000 13%
New cash register and

inventory system 6,000 11%

1. Which of these investmeas should Ted and Mary make at the interest rate they have to pay? (Assume her
predictions are correct.)

(Cortinued)
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2. Explain why firms should always consider expected returns a id interest rates before they borrow money to
make investments.

3. Do you believe Ted and Mary should spend all of the $20,000 they have saved before they boirow from a bank?

Explain your answer.

4. If the prime interest rate increased by 3% after Ted and Mary borrow $150,000 from the bank, how much more
would they be forced to pay in interest this year if they had a loan that varied with the increase or decrease of
the market interest rates? How important do you believe this might be to the financial success of their business?

Explain your answer.

Assuming the new and higher rate remains in effect for a year, it will cost $ more in interest this
year- (Amount borrowed x .03 = answer)



ACTIVITY 55
Compaehension quiz,
lesson 14

PART I
Answer the following by circling the letter of the best
answer.

1. The rate of interest that a borrower must pay de-
pends on all of the following EXCEPT:
a. the risk of the loan not being paid back
b. the value of collateral the borrower owns
c. the price of the products the borrower sells

2. A firm shouE borrow money to pay for a new machine
if its expected rate of return is:
a. greater than the interest rate
b. equal to the inte, ,.st rate
c. less than the interest rate

3. Banks earn money by paying depositors:
a. a lower interest rate than they charge

borrowers

PART II

b. the same interest rate that they charge
borrowers

c. a higher interest rate than they charge
borrowers

4. Lenders demand interest to compensate themselves
for:
a. the risk they are taking
b. giving up the use of their money at the

present time
c. both a and b

5. If the economy is doing well and most businesses
expect their profits to grow, we should expect the
amount cf money borrowed to:
a. decrease
b. increase
c. stay the same

A business named malgamated Applesauce, Inc. has three it:vestments it is considering borrowing money to
finance. At the present time it must pay 15% for any money it borrows. However, if the prime interest rate goes
up or down in the future, the rate the company must pay will also fise or fall. The investments the company is
considering are:

a steam cooker which should return 12% a year
a canning machine which should return 18% a year

a machine that puts cans in boxes which should return 15% a year

6. Decide if the firm should or shoukl not borrow to make the investment indicated. Underline the action you think
the firm should take and explain your decision.

a. The firm (should/should not) buy the steam cooker becausP

(Continued)
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b. The firm (should/should not) buy the canning machine because

c. The firm (should/should not) buy the boxing machine because

7. Explain why it is important for firms who borrow money to be aware of trends in interest rates.



Name

ACTIVITY 56
Th,e lawn ,,,,nd garden doctors

When Joe graduated from high school, he couldn't find
a job he wanted so he went into business for himself
cutting grass. He bought a used truck, a used lawn
tractor, and a number of hand tools. Everything he
needed cost just over $8,000. Jae went door to door
asking people if they would like him to cut their grass.
Joe discovered there were at least eight other lawn
services doing business in town. Most people who
wanted to have their grass cut already had a different
firm doing it.

At first Joe tried to charge high prices because he
thought this would allow him to pay his bills and earn
a good profit. Many people he called on told him his
competitors' prices were much lower. Joe decided to
lower his prices and soon he had quite a few customers.
In order to cut all the lawns he had agreed to do, Joe
had to work quickly and didn't do & good job. Some of
his customers told him not to come back because his
work wasn't as good as they expea:ed. Finally Joe ended
up charging the same price as the other lawn services

and did the same quality work. Joe wasn't happy because
he wasn't making much money.

Joe decided he had to do something to imps )ve his
profits. He contacted a friend named Frank, who ran a
business caring for ornamental plants. When Joe went
to a customer's home to cut the grass, Frank came along
and examined the owner's plants. When he was ready
to leave, Joe gave the owner a free list Frank had made
of plant problems along with suggestions for how the
plants could be made healthy.

Most of his customers were happy to have the list.
Some of them hired Frank to take care of their plants.
Joe and Frank became partners and found they could
charge higher prices because their lawn service had
more to offer than that of their competition. Word of
Joe's new service spread and he soon had many new
customers. Joe and Frank changed the name of the busi-
ness to "The Lawn & Garden Doctors" and advertised
their special service in local newspapers. They now own
the most successful lawn service in town.

1. What happened to Joe's business when he charged more than other firms?

2. What happened to Joe's business when he did low-quality work?

3. Explain how you know the business Joe started was in a competitive market.

4. Why do firms in competitive markets often have low profit margins?

5. What did Joe and Frank do that allowed them to charge higher prices and still have more customers?

6. Explain why their new business is an example of monopolistiP competition.

From Master Curriculum Gtide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies © Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 57
The market for pain relievers

Most products sold as pain relievers contain one or more of four basic ingredients. These are:

aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid)

acetaminophen

ibuprofen

caffeine

Go to a local store and survey the pain relievers offered for sale. Complete a form for each product. When you have
finished, identify specific advertisements you have seen or heard for each product.

Consider how the manufacturer is trying to distinguish its product from other similar products.

Product's name Price per 100

Active ingredients

Is this product advertised? If so, how?

Product's name Price per 100

Active ingredients

is this product advertised? If so, how?

Product's name Price per 100

Active ingredients

Is this pr-Auct advertised? If so, how?

Product's name Price per 100

Active ingredients

Is this product advertised? If so, how?

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics u,nd Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies C Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 58
PizzaS

In most areas there are many businesses that offer pizza for sale.

Identify three specific pizza restaurants in your neighborhood. Find the following information for each store and
answer the questions below.

When you visit the stores, try to look at the quality of their pizza.

Store No. 1:

Price of 12-inch pepperoni pizza:

Price of each additional topping:

This store tries to differentiate its
pizza from competing stores by:

Store No. 2:

Price of 12:inch pepperoni pizza:

Price of each additional topping:

This store tries to differentiate its
pizza from competing stores by:

Store No. 3:

Price of 12-inch pepperoni pizza:

Price of each additional topping:

This store tries to differentiate its
pizza from competing stores by:

1. How much difference is there in the pric(.!s the stores charge for their pizza?

2. DescriLa any differences in the quality of the pizzas.

3. Describe the degree of success you believe the firms have had in distinguishing their products from each other.

4. Describe what you would do to try to improve your profit margin if you owned one of these firms.

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and E ntrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies Joint Council on Economic Educa-
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Name

ACTIVITY 59
Comprehension, quiz,
lesson 15

PART I
Read the statements below.
Place a "T" in front f each of the statements you think is true mil ignore the space below.

Plikce an "le" in front of each of the statements yoa think is false; then write the statement correctly in the space

provided.

.i. Products offered for sale by firms that sell in the same competitive markets are often quite different.

2. Competitiw arms are often called "price takers" because their customers are forced to "take"
whatever price they charge.

3. Firms that sell in the same competitive market all charge about the same price.

_ 4. Competitive firms often try to achieve product differentiation.

5. Firms in monopolistic competition are more likely to earn good profits than competitive firms because
their products are more important.

(Continued)
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PART I!

6. Explain two reasons why most single proprietorships do business in competitive markets.

a

b.

7. Describe one specific example you know of in which a firm has tried to distinguish its products from others that
are really much the same.



ACTIVITY 60
Circular flow model'

Money Payments (Sales Dollars)

THE PRODUCT MARKET

Finished Goods and SeMces -4mm

....0.- Productive Services

THE FACTOR MARKET

Money Income Payments (Wages, Rents, Interest, Profit)

*Source. A Framework for Teaching the Basic Concepts, C Joint Council on Economic Education, New York, NY., p.23.
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Name

ACTIVITY 61
The handvrint business

Your teacher has drawn four 3-foot-square boxes on the board. Sorge of your clAssmates are going into the
"handprint" business.

Your teacher will pay $.50 (pretend) for each traced handprint that is ofreasonable ouality and does not overlap
any other handprint.

In the first box one student will have one minute to trace as many of his or her handprints as possible. The student
is paid a wage of $5 (pretend). When the minute is up, add the number of prints made and see how much money
was taken in, compared to the cast of the worker, and how much was earned in profit.

Repeat the process in each of the next three boxes, adding one more stadent/worker for each box. Remember each
added worker must be paid the $5 wage. Complete the table below to help you answer the following questions.

When there the number they the worker(s) the amount
were this of prints wt Te were of money

many workers made was worth paid earned was

1

2

3

4

1. What happened to the number of additional prints produced as extra workers were hired?

2. What happened to the value of aided workers?

3. Why did this happen?

From Master Curriculum Guide, Economics and Entrepreneurship, Teaching Strategies 0 Joint Council on Economic Educa-tion, New York, NY.
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Name

ACTIVITY 62
Sharon's finwood

Sharon is an elderly woman who owns 40 acres of wood-
land in rural Iowa. Sharon is too old to do much work
herself. Two years ago a tornado blew down most of the
trees on her land. Sharon was upset but thr Ight there
was little she could clo about it. A few wet.-.0 ago, one
of Sharon's friends suggested she hire some local high
school students to cut the trees up and sell them for
firewood. The man said she could probably get $45 for
each cord of wood, and most of the local farmers would
be willing to pick it up from her home.

...haron decided to try t." idea. She hired hez neigh-
bor's 17-year-old son Tin\ 1 ::.greed to pay him $5 an
hour to cut wood for eight on Saturday. He used
a 6-foot-long cross-cut saw she owned ant: a hand -txe.
Working an day, he managed to cut one cord of wood,
which Sharon sold for $45. Sharor paid Tim $40, which
left her $5 in profit. She decided to try it again. This time
Sharon asked Tim to bring one of his friends to help. To

1. Complete the following table.

When Sharon
had this

many workers

1

2

3

they cut
this many

cords

her surprise, Tim and his friend were able to cut four
cords of wood working together. They explained that the
saw was really too big f...r one person, but the two of them
together could just "whip" right through those logs.
Sharon was thrilled. She paid the boys a total of $80 and
sold the wood for$180, earning$100. Sharm ild the boys
to come back the next time and bring another friend.

The following Saturday, the three boys cut six cords
of wood. Sharon increased her employment one more
time to four boys but discovered they cut six cords, just
the same as the three boys had cut the week before. She
became a:igry at them and accused them of being lazy.
They denied it and said there really wasn't muc ,.. for the
fourth bay to do while two boys ed the saw and one
the axe. She decided to lolep on with her business but
to employ only three boys.

Consider the information above and ansv, . the
following questions.

she paid
them

this much

she sold
the wood

for

2. Hew does this situation dononstrate the principle of diminishing margioal productiv;ty?

and
earned

(Continued)
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3. Why couldn't four boys cut any more wood than the three?

4. What might Sharon have done to increase the value of the fourth boy?

5. If Sharon ?ound she could sell only four cords of wood a week, how many boys should she hire9 _____

6. How does this example demonstrate the fact that the demand for labor is a derived dmanci?

7. Identify an example of each of the four factors of production in this story.

Land

Labor

Capital

Entrepreneurshin

170
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ACTIVITY 63
Comprehension quiz,
lesson 16

PART I
Answer the following by placing the letter of the cmrect definitipn in the blank in front of each term.

Term Definition_ 1. derived demand

2. diminishing marginal productivity_ 3. factors of production

4. total revenue_ 5. total cost_ 6. profit margin

A. the price a firm charges for its products
times the number sold

B. things used to produce other goods and
services

C. a willingness to purchase a factor of produc-
tion that depends on a firm's ability to sea
its product

D. the difference between the amount a firm
takes in when it sells its product and the
amount it spends to make the product

E. as more workc s are hired, a point is reached
where each additional worker results in ever
smaller amounts of additional production

F. the amount spent by a firm to be able to
offer goods for sale

PART 11
Read the story below and answer the following questions.

The Apex Golf Ball Co. has had a good year. It has been able to seli as many balls
for $1 e -h as it could manufacture.
To make golf balls, the firm must pay for labor plus $.40 per ball for other expenses.
At the start of the year, the company emplojed 10 workers who were paid $60 a
day including ail fringe benefits. During the year more workers were hired, one at
a time, until there were 15 workers. The company didn't buy any more machines

to make balls.
The owners gathered data about what happened and organized it in the table below.
They vried to analyze the informatim but aren't sure what it means. They have
asked you to study their data and answer the questions that follow.

(Continued)
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Apex Golf Balls Financial Data

Workers
Balls

per day
Sales

per day
Other
costs

Total
wages

Total
cost

Total
profit

10 4,000 $ 4,000 $ 1,600 $ 600 $ 2,200 $ 1,800

11 4,350 4,350 1.740 660 2,400

12 4,650 4,650 1,860 720 2,580

13 4,800 4,800 1920, 780 2,700

14 4,900 4,900 1,:;60 840 2,800

15 4,950 4,950 1,980 900 2.880

7. Fill in the total profit column by subtracting the amount in each total cost column from the corresponding
amount in the sales per day column. The first one has been done as an example.

OWNER QUESTIONS

8. Wily does the number of additional products produced keep going down as we hire more workers?

9. How many workeLs should have been hired?

10. What is the most profit that could be earned in a day?

11. We expect the cost of our raw materials to go up to $.50 per ball. What should we do to protect our profit
margin?
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Name

ACTIVITY 64
Effects of government
on the entmpeneurial enten rise

INSTRUCTIONS
Imagine that the following statements are headlines of articles. Each of them relates to governmentalintervention
in the marketplace, especially for the small business owner. For each hearilir indicate the following:

a. Why the government has intervened
b. What effect the intervention has on the owners of small businesses who Ire affect I by the action

1. Restaurants closed by public health inspector because of cleanliness violations

Reasoning for interve..don

Effects on small businesses

2. Government program provides free advIce to entrepreneurs

Reasoning for intervention

Effects on small businesses

182 (Continued)
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3. Minimum wage increasedaffects many arca small businesses

Reasoning for intervention

Effects on small businesses

4. Inexpensive courses in small easiness management funded by the government

Reasoning for intervention

Effects on small businesses

5. Area firms install n.)w equipment to make work areas safer

Reasoning for intervention

Effects on small businesses

6. Area firm fined by government for using misleading advertising

Reasoning for interventiog

Effects on smah usinesses

(Continued)



7. Based on the previous instances of government intervention, complete the following statement:

Government affects small husinesses in a number of ways. Some activities, such as

encourage small business development. If these activities

are successful, the direct co4s of these activities to the firm are less than the increased profitability that results.

In other instances, government contributes to the cost of doing business. Examples include

Generally, thes.: forms of intervention are meant to protect or aid a particular group who works for
or buys goods and services from small businesses.

8. Many entrepreneurs believe there are too many regulations aimed at smail business. They believe we should
have more of a laissez-faire economy. Why do you think this belief is held by many entrepreneurs?
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Name

ACTIVITY 65
Batesville

INSTRUCTIONS
Read the story and answer the questions below.

Batesville is a rural town in the Midwest with a hig .
rate of unemployment. The only industry in town, h
chair factory, closed down four years ago. Since then
many of the people who lived in Batesville have moved
away. Nearly everyone feels poor and depressed.

Last week some industrialists from Chicago came to
Batesville to announce that they wanted to manufacture
fertilizer in the building the chair business once owned.
They said rebuilding the plant would require an invest-
ment of over $20,000,000 and employ 120 people. When
the factory finally goes into production, it would create
45 full-time jobs and put about $1,300,000 into the local
economy every year.

At first almost everyon was happy with the pro-

posal. Jive even suggested to the town leaders that
reduced property taxes should be given to the firm for
the first 16 years to make sure that it moves to Bates-
ville. Others were a bit more skeptical. They were con-
cerned about the effect that fertilizer production would
have on the quality of their air and water. Residents
with homes located close to the former chair Lctory
were concerned about their property values if the fertil-
izer firm moved in.

A town meeting was called to discuss the matter. The
various points were presented.

Please clarify various viewpoints by answering the
following ejues.ions.

1. One person indicated there at tremendous benefits to almost everyone in Batesville. Therefore, the town s:.ould
provide this reduction of property taxes in order to encourage the firm to locate their operation in Batesville.

a. In what ways would the entire town bmefit if the firm moved into Batesville?

b. Why is the property tax reduction a w ay to get almost eN eryone in the community contributing to the
incentive for the firm?

1 c".`
( (Continued)
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2. A presenter also mentions that some of the citizens brought up concerns that focus on additional costs to the
residents because of the presence of the new fertilizer plant.

a. What additional costs are generated to all residents of Batesville if the plant creates considerable air and
water pollution?

b. What additional costs are generated to the residents of homes close to the old chair factory if the fertilizer
business moves into Batesville?

c. How can government alleviate those concerns?

1 P 6
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3. As seen here, government intervention can lead to activities that encourage businesses and discourage bushiesses.
Explain what this means in relationship to this situation.

4. From what you have read, do you think the plant should be converted to produce fertilizer in Batesville? Explain
your answer.



Name

ACTIVITY 66
Compmhension quiz,
lesson 17

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW:
1. Name three ways in which government can decrease the costs of a small business and provide reasons why

government would provide these benefits.

2. Name three instances in which government can increase the costs of a small bu Iness and provide reasons why
government would put these actions into effect.

3. Sometimes ' he interests of the small business owner conflict with the inter( ots of others in the society, such as the
consumer, .e wage earner, or the general citizen. Provide three examples showing how this principle is true.

4. New business development in a community has many advantages, such as more income in _le community, more
tax revenue, and inc. jobs. There can also be a negative side for new business development. Name at least
three disadvantages that may be present in new business development.
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